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weeks left since 1933
Big changes to WASL
fail to satisfy test's critics
Mike Baldwin
Staff Writer
There are few things that educa-
tors, parents and students can agree
on in Washington State.
Disdain for the Washington
Assessment of Student Learning,
however, seems to be one of them.
Enacted as a test to determine
the progress of public school stu-
dents in the state, the WASL has
become a divisive subject, accused
offailing in a number ofways.
With the current five-year
contract for the testing about to
expire, state lawmakers have ad-
dressed what have been dubbed
"big changes" for the WASL.
Governor Christine Gregoire
recently announced a series of
changes to the test that she hoped
would help quell the complaints
of dissenters.
The new plan calls for differ-
ences in the way the test is con-
ducted and reduces the length
of the testing period, two of the
main concerns ofthe WASL's crit-
ics. Teachers have complained that
the test takes up too many days
of instruction and that because
the results do not come back in
until the following year, learning
what a particular student needs is
essentially useless.
Gregoire has pledged to des-
ignate money to create a series of
shorter tests throughout the year
that will help teachers identifywhat
students need to work on in order
to pass the test.
But while the alterations work
to settle the logistics of the situ-
ation, a bigger concern comes
from those who find the test to be
more of an obstacle to education
than a help.
"The major problem is that
policy is driven by people who are
woefully ignorant," said Seattle U
professor David Marshak, an expert
in standardized testing. "My own ar-
gument wouldbe that I
don't support the idea of
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Washington State's public school students spend a large portion of
theirclassroom timepreparing for the WASL. Recently, changes have
been proposed to limit the WASLs effect on curriculum.
Community council revived
Joshua Lynch
Neighbors express concerns over mental
health facilities in light of recent violence
Staff Writer
The quality oflife on "the Hill"
is rapidly going downhill.
Or at least that was the senti-
ment expressed by nearly 40 peo-
ple gathered in a meeting room at
the Capitol Hill Library Branch
on Jan. 31.
And these Capitol Hill residents
are ready to do something about
the negative changes they've seen
in the area where many of them
work and live.
The meeting, convened by Miller
Park Neighborhood Association
chair and blogger Andrew Taylor,
set out to revive the Capitol Hill
Community Council. Nine neigh-
borhood bloggers were in atten-
dance, as well as Lt. John Hayes
and Mike Yasutuke of the Seattle
Police Department.
The former council dissipated
in the summer of2005 when long-
time president of the council, Ann
Donovan, stepped down. No one
volunteered to fill the position, and
interest in the council dissolved.
But a recent spree of violent
crime has caused enough concern
to get many residents interested in
a community organization.
"I'm here for safety concerns,"
said awoman who identified herself
only as Sara at the meeting. "And
real safety will come with building
a strong community."
Taylor was first inspired to re-
convene the council after being
contacted by a reporter to comment
on the murder ofShannon Harps,
a 31-year-old Capitol Hill resident
stabbed to death outside ofher con-
dominium on Dec. 31, 2007.
At a community safety forum
held Jan. 8, Taylor shared his idea
with more than 200 other Capitol
Hill residents, as well as several
city officials.
And while a suspect in Harps'
murder, 48-year-old James Anthony
Williams, has been arrested, many
residents remain wary.
Williams, who was detained
Jan. 26 after DNA evidence and
a confession linked him to Harps'
murder, said herandomly attacked
Harps. He previously told mental
health evaluators he "didn't get on
- i i "
In fact, Williams has a long his-
tory of criminal convictions and
mental instability. After shooting
a man in the hand twice in 1995,
Williams served 11 years in prison,
where he was described as "highly
antisocial" and "psychopathic" by
evaluators. He was di-
agnosed with paranoid
schizophrenia.
Highlighting local art venues:
Hugo House a hub for literary enthusiasts
Jessica Van Gilder
Copy Editor
It's four o'clock on a Thursday
afternoon when she sees an elderly
woman, with grey and white hair,
walking into a poetry workshop,
and her vision begins to blur.
"I just teared up. Of all the
things she could be doing, she's
here, taking a class on writing po-
etry," says Alix Wilber, program
director of Richard Hugo House.
"I don't know if she's a good poet,
I don't care if she's a good poet;
it's important to her that she
can do this."
This story fills a tiny slot on the
rolodex of Richard Hugo House's
opportunities for writers and lovers
ofliterature, from all walks of life.
"The most rewarding thing
about this job is supporting writ-
ers in the work that they do," adds
Wilber. "That impulse to create is
so important we support that and
support it all different levels. That's
what I love most about this job."
Richard Hugo House opened
in 1998, in a renovated home right
behind Cal Anderson Park. It has
since become the third largest writ-
ing center in the country. Though
Richard Hugo House features liter-
ary and writing events, classes and
workshops, as well as writers-in-
residencies, its name properly fits
its homey atmosphere.
With a quaint feel of a historic
home and a welcoming atmosphere,
Richard Hugo House, attracts writ-
ers from all around the city.
"[What's unique is] the inti-
mate setting. We have very per-
sonal interaction here and intimate
interaction with the work [the
audience] hears and with strang-
ers," explains Kim Madalinski,
programs assistant. "This is really a
'come as you are place'. We want
people to be real, have a good time
and be themselves."
Throughout the house, up the
stairs and into the many rooms,
people talk about writing, they sit
on the floor chatting, or at a table
eating. The house feels
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The theater inside Richard Hugo House can seat 250 guestsfor drama
and literary events at this local center for writers and readers.
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n Williams receivedmental care starting
in March 2006 from
Sound Mental Health located on
Capitol Hill. But, he didn't meet
requirements for commitment to
a mental health ward and lived
on his own at the Curben Hotel
just eight blocks from Seattle
University and only a mile from
where Harps lived.
The presence ofmany mental
health services on Capitol Hill and
what seems like their failure to con-
trol potentially violent offenders
like Williams has many on edge.
"The question is why was this
guy on the stteet at all?" said one
poster on Taylors blog. "I've cer-
tainly seen him around the neigh-
borhood. How are we toknow that
this man, and perhaps others, are
ready to be free ofsupervision?"
Concerns about safety have







A shooting at the Baltic Room,
a club located just two blocks off
Seattle U's campus, on Jan. 27 left
Maurice Allen, 25, dead. Police
have yet to make an arrest, and
the shooting has shaken the Hill's
clubbing scene.
And justa day before the meet-
ing to reconvene a Capitol Hill
Community Council, Degene
Barecha, 32, was shot dead
while serving a customer, who
was wounded in the shooting as
well. Barecha was the owner of
Philadelphia Cheesesteak, a restau-
rant located 11 blocks away from
Seattle U. A suspect was arrested
after a 24-hour manhunt.
"We're concerned because of
the level ofviolence were seeing
here," Sgt. Deanna Nollette told
The Seattle Post-Intelligencer
of the area.
Taylor echoed that state-
ment after several attendees at
the meeting mentioned safety on
Capitol Hill.
"We've established that we have
interest and energy," he said. "Aren't
those the buzz words?"
But others in attendance ex-
pressed different reasons why they
were concerned.
Planned construction of
Sound Transit's light-rail through
Capitol Hill, zoning requirements
and planned neighborhood de-
velopments have some residents
worried, too. One man seemed
most upset by the loss ofa view of
Elliott Bay and Pike Place Market,
a pleasantry he enjoyed when he
arrived in 1979.
But no problem maybe as per-
plexing as what exact areas the term
"Capitol Hill" entails. There are sev-
eral neighborhoods, such as Miller
Park, that are sandwiched inside of
what many have come to think of
as Capitol Hill, that maintain their
ownidentity. These neighborhoods
wouldlikely berepresented as well
by a new Capitol Hill Community
Council, which would serve as
an "umbrella organization" for a
rather large, "eclectic and diverse"
area, said Taylor.
The new council would look
to work closely with existing
neighborhood organizations, as
well as the Capitol Hill Chamber
ofCommerce.
But Michael Wells, president of
the chamber, warned that the two
organizations won't always have the
same goals.
"The Chamber of Commerce
is at heart a business organiza-
tion," he said. "There will be
disagreements,"
Wells' comment set offan ener-
gized discussion of all that is wrong
with Seattle and what the council
could do to remedy it.
But Capitol Hill Seattle blogger
Justin Carder called the room back
to reality.
"I think," he said, "we should
start talking about the small
things. We're sort of spinning our
wheels here."
Within minutes sign-ups for
various committees on the new
council were passed around.
Donovan offered guidance to
the fledgling council and so did
Jose Cervantes, district coordi-
nator with Seattle's Department
ofNeighborhoods.
Cervantes said $350 will be
available to get the new coun-
cil running, and once the group
is official, $750 from the city
would be available for outreach
to the community.
Once on its feet, the council
hopes to plan events like a Take
Back the Night anti-violence
demonstration. Such efforts could
be the first step in ending a vio-
lent streak in the neighborhood,
said Cervantes.
Donovan agreed that thecouncil
could be very influential. She noted
the old Capitol Hill Community
Council single-handedly stopped
the Sound Transit light-rail in its
tracks just a few years ago.
"The Capitol Hill Community
Council has historically been very
powerful," she said. "And this one
could be, too."
Joshua can be reached at
Iynchjl@seattleu.edu
news





From Thursday Jan. 31 to
Saturday Feb. 2, Seattle University
hosted dieAfricans and die Catholic
Church conference, bringing to-
gether several scholars from around
the world to discuss the peoples of
Africa and their influence on the
Catholic Church, as well as the
Catholic Church's influence on
African culture. The conference
featured 16 different speakers over
the course of three days.
The Africans and the Catholic
Church conference was the final
part in a series of conferences fo-
cusing on people of African decent
within the Catholic faith. The con-
ference was organized by Olufemi
Taiwo, a philosophy professor
and head of the Global African
Studies department.
Scholars touched upon sev-
eral different topics during the
conference, from "Baptized but
not converted (The paradoxes of
Catholic fervour among Nigeria's
Igbos)," to "African Cultures and
the Catholicization ofthe Roman
Catholic Church."
Taiwo hoped the confer-
ence would serve several differ-
ent purposes and help to answer
serious questions concerning
Africans and their place widiin the
Cadiolic Church.
"What has been the relation-
ship between die Catholic Church
and peoples ofAfrican decent?" he
asked. "What kind ofrelationships
have there been that we can track as
scholars? This is a place for scholars
to deepen their understanding [of
these topics]."
Stephen Sundborg, SJ, presi-
dent of Seattle University, com-
mented on these aspirations dur-
ing the opening ceremonies of
the conference.
"I hope we're here to learn, to lis-
ten, to celebrate, and to allow what
this conference can do to change
us," he said. "And that it will par-
ticularly be a conference that might
do something to counterbalance the
one dimensionalor over-exaggerated
image ofAfrica that we too often see
these days."
Since the Vatican II council con-
vened in the 19605, the Catholic
Church in Africa has changed
significantly.
"It is not unusual to have African
drumming in a Catholic Church,"
saidTaiwo. "Mass is said in many in-
digenous languages. There are many
African priests in the Church."
The presence of Africans within
the Church was especially obvi-
ous during the Society of Jesus'
General Congregation 35 this year.
Eighteen of the 225 delegates sent
to the General Congregation were
from Africa.
The conference started late be-
cause the keynote speaker, Sister
Anne Nasimiyu-Wasike, profes-
sor of religious studies at Kenyatta
University, Kenya, had trouble
leaving her country due to the po-
litical turmoil currently affecting
that nation.
Since Kenya's elections in late
December—which many observ-
ers saywas rigged—the country has
seen constant fighting that has cap-
tured headlines around the world.
The conflict has left more than 800
dead andforced 300,000 from their
homes.
Nasimiyu-Wasike was one of
those displaced by the bloodshed.
She was forced to remain in a safe
location for three weeks before she
could be escorted back to Nairobi
by military forces.
Once there, she was able to fin-
ish her academic work and go to
the airport.
"It is really very difficult to even
comprehend what is happening to
mypeople," she said. "Everybody is
fighting everybody and you really
don't know who you are with."
Nasimiyu-Wasike explained
that even telling someone yout
name can be deadly.
"I can't say I'm a Wasi-maio, be-
cause I might be telling the wrong
person and they might kill me,"
she said. "There was one man who
told them his name, and they just
hacked him to death. Just for saying
his name."
Nasimiyu-Wasike continued to
speak about the painful occurrenc-
es in Kenya before moving on to
her presentation.
"One thingwe have towonder is:
Kenya is 80 percent Christian. These
people whoare doing these things are
Christians," she said. "And one won-
ders: how deep is our Christianity?
Do we really empower the princi-
pals that make us Christian, or do
we have other forces that are at work
at the moment?"
Nasimiyu-Wasike then began
to present her thesis, "Africans and
the Catholic Church: the Process of
Enculturation."
"Enculturation is [...] the pro-
cess through which a mutual rela-
tion between the gospel and the
peoples' cultural identity are both
enriched," Nasimiyu-Wasike said.
For manyAfrican Catholics, this
process is still incomplete. Nasimiyu-
Wasike described the two rituals for
newborns: one, an ancient naming
ceremony, and the other, Catholic
infant baptism.
"One wonders: why these two
rituals?" she said. "Why can't we
give the African ritual its mean-
ing within the Christian ritual,
so that we'll have one ritual of
naming instead of two for the
Christian child?"
Africans, like many other peo-
ples across the world, continue to
struggle with these pulls between
the customs oftheir ancestors and
those of the Catholic Church.
For Taiwo, the answer lies in
finding a balance.
"The sky is big enough for
all birds to fly without touch-
ing wings," he said, quoting a
Yoruba proverb.
Sean can be reached at
toweys@seattleu.edu
Sara can be reached at
bemerts@seattleu.edu
And one wonders:
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BOne of the biggestproblems with the cur-
rent test is that it is only
given in English. This means that
students for whom English is a sec-
ond language may struggle with the
test and receive lower scores that are
not indicative of their learning level
due to the language barrier.
The new plan calls for the test to
be translated into six different lan-
guages to help solve the problem.
Linda Pearlstein, author of
"Tested," a book that examines
standardized testing in Maryland
elementary schools, argues that the
very idea of testing is detrimental
to education and presents a form of
institutionalized racism. Pearlstein
followed the progress of third and
fourth graders at a predominantly-
black school throughout the year,
and at the end of the year, 90 per-
cent of the students had passed the
test. While politicians lauded the
scores as proof of improvement,
Pearlstein argued that the children
only posted such high scores because
they spent the entire year training
for the test, essentially eliminating
traditional education and replac-
ing it with a year-long course in
test preparation.
Similar arguments have been
made in Washington. Because of
the unique form of the test, which
requires students to answer ques-
tions and then write a paragraph
explaining how they got the an-
swer, teachers must spend a signifi-
cant amount of time teaching stu-
dents how to deliver their answers,
which detracts from the teaching of
othersubjects.
Mary Linquist, president of the
Washington Education Association,
the state's largest teachers union,
thinks all the attention being paid
to the teaching and discussion
of the test takes away from more
important matters.
"The conversation should
be about increasing funding to
lower class size and attract and
retain highly effective teachers,"
said Lindquist.
The issue ofWASLscores deter-
mining funding to schools has also
cast a negative light on the test. In
order to qualifyfor funding, schools
must initially test at a low level.
Then, in orderto keep that funding,
schools must continue to improve
each year. While in essence a mo-
tivation for improving education,
some have complained that it sends
the message that only material the
WASL deems important needs to
be taught.
There is also tension surround-
ing the WASL now being a gradu-
ation requirement for high school
students. Critics say this puts even
more pressure on, not just teachers
to focus their curriculum around
the test, but on students to pri-
oritize WASL preparation over
other subjects.
Marshak said the test carried
good intentions and possibilities
at its inception, but has done more
harm than good to the education
system inWashington. The original
idea was that assessment oflearn-
ing would drive the system, an idea
that seems to have failed. Despite
ranking in the top 10 percent of
most taxed states in the nation,
Washington's public education sys-
tem fails to crack the top-40.
"Originally, the plan was to
have aWASL in every subject," said
Marshak. "At least that idea was cre-
ative. But I think there are better
ways to measure student learning
and growth."
Marshak says because theWASL
is only given for certain subjects,
other subjects are being taught less
and less due to the fact that schools
are not being ranked by their suc-
cess in teaching those fields. Because
classes like physical education and
art do nothing to help improve a
school'sranking, they are beginning
to be phased out.
"If you only test reading, writ-
ing and math, then the rest of
the curriculum drops out," said
Marshak. "You have to ask, 'Is it to
figure out how much kids are learn-
ing, or is it made for legislators to
rank schools?'"
Mike can be reached at
baldl799@seattleu.edu
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Alex LaCasse, an SU student and program assistant for the Children's Literacy Project, helps students at Bailey Gatzert Elementary.
Professors focus the university on global climate change
Emily Holt
Senior Staff Writer
Last Thursday, January 31,
Seattle University joined over a mil-
lion other students in over 1,500
universities and high schools across
die country to participate ina teach-
in addressing dieproblems ofglobal
climate change. Focus die Nation,
the largest teach-in of its size, fa-
cilitated discussion between profes-
sors and students regarding ways to
lessen die negative effects ofhuman
impact on the environment.
Eben Goodstein, a professor
of economics at Lewis and Glark
College, started the nationwide ini-
tiative with the beliefin the power
of youth concerns for environmen-
tal justice.
"The first part ofit is uniting die
power ofcollege students [because
it is] an enormous demographic,"
said Theresa Earenfight, associate
professor of history and organizer
of the Focus the Nation teach-in
at Seattle U.
"[Youth] are a huge voice, act-
ing not as one, thus you are hard to
pin down," she said. "But we know
that you are out there, so we want
to harness all the attention on this
issue [of climate change]."
Seattle U's teach-in featured
professors who talkedabout every-
thing from the scientific cause and
effects of global climate change
to the outcomes for culture, law
and business.
"Climate change has been called
by many as the moral issue ofour
time," said Karen Price, campus
sustainabiliry manager at Seattle
U and initiator of the teach-in.
"It is morally wrong to knowingly
increase the world's temperature,
which will [...] create catastrophic
weather resulting in deaths, dam-
age to agriculture [...] and hence,
economic catastrophe."
Many of the panelists empha-
sized how global climate change is
a very personal concern for the pres-
ent generation and their children.
"This is not just a problem for
the Earth, it is a problem for us, so
it's really narcissistic in that sense,"
said Earenfight. "I was astounded
by the response, [and these pro-
fessors] came without any grant
of reward. That says something
about Seattle U."
Professors kicked off the day ex-
plaining the scientific causes and ef-
fects behind global climate change,
then moved into a discussion ofthe
ways in which individuals can help
lessen its impact.
While students suggested that
they carry metal water botdes, walk
or bike to school or work, and use
energy efficient light bulbs, Kent
Koth, director ofCenter forService
and Community Engagement at
Seattle U, noted how people often
leave out spiritualityfrom the list of
things to do. He reminded students
that leaders such as Ghandi and
Martin Luther King Jr. all began
their work with a spiritual focus.
Richard Young, associate profes-
sor ofpolitical science, noted that,
despite popular belief, the issue of
global climate change will not be
a financial drain on the govern-
ment or on people's purses. He
said the issue could be handled
with about $200 billion per year,
far less, he said, than the cost of the
war in Iraq.
He added that the concern is not
that people will run out of natu-
ral resources such as oil, but rather
more basic ones such as food and
water. Africa has already experi-
enced significantly low rainfalls in
the past 30 years.
"For billions ofpeople, survival
is far more important than issues of
the environment," said Young.
Chris Weber, economics profes-
sor, and Ray Zambroski, adjunct
professor ofbusiness management,
cited ways the government can help
global climate change through ac-
tions such as carbon taxes. They
said individuals can also change
the market from the bottom up
by choosing to buy from environ-
mentally-supportive businesses and
buying locally.
Robert Efird, assistant professor
ofanthropology, noted how higher
affluence exponentially increases
the amount of possessions that
Americans have, and yet, he finds
that this increase in material pos-
session is not commensurate with
an increase in satisfaction.
Efird attributes this lack ofsatis-
faction with a loss ofcommunity.
"I wanted to see if there was a
way to harmonize that loss ofcom-
munity [around the issue ofglobal
climate change]," said Efird.
Given the scope of this issue, he
noted that one of the most signifi-
cant effects on people is a feeling of
disempowerment.
"The areas of the world least
able to do anything about global
climate change are also the places
least guilty," said Efird. "[Many]
people in the U.S. can shrug the
problem off in a way that many in
developing countries cannot."
Efird did not, however, say that
the U.S.'s potential ability to ig-
nore the issue translated into inac-
tion. He said that it is essential for
people, especially college students,
given their consumerist tendencies,
to realize the negative impacts of
their lifestyle on the environment
so they can change them.
While some once questioned the
validity ofglobal climate change, the
panelists reflected far more than ac-
ceptance ofreality: they advocated
for action. Earenfight noted that it
is hard to argue with polar ice caps
melting, archipelagos under water
and Hurricane Katrina.
"[Part of the acceptance] is the
Bush administration realizing that
it is not a question of interpreta-
tion anymore, it's a question of de-
gree," said Earenfight. "I wonder if
[the current concern] is also from
general disillusionment with the
administration [and] people being
skeptical. I wish we had a whole na-
tion of skeptics."
Emily can be reached at
hottel@seattleu.edu
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Workshop discusses LGBTQ employment challenges
Emily Holt
Senior Staff Writer
Last Tuesday, Jan. 29, the
Career Development Center held
a workshop for LGBTQ students
in the Stimson Room of the library.
Joseph Barrientos, associate direc-
tor of student development in the
center, addressed the issues and
concerns ofLGBTQ individuals
regarding job searching, researching
potential employers, interviewing
and resume-writing, and being out
in the workplace.
The workshop began with an
analysis of how LGBTQ students
naturally experience a differentreal-
ity than heterosexual students while
growing up, which can heavily in-
fluence how they make career deci-
sions. Barrientos noted that while
heterosexual students are making
early decisions about their major
and careers, many queer students
may still be trying to understand
and form their identity.
He emphasized that students
should be aware of their skills and
values, understand the profession
they are trying to enter into, and
find the job that marks die intersec-
tion of these two areas.
"I have [helped students] frame
work and volunteer experiences so
that they don't out themselves in
theirresume," said Barrientos. "But
a greater part of our conversations
has been helping the student to
discern whetherthe mission, values
and atmosphere of the organization
is one that will embrace all that the
student has to offer."
Coming out in a job inter-
view was an important issue for
consideration. Barrientos noted
that legally, no company is al-
lowed to ask questions about
sexual orientation in an interview.
He recommended that LGBTQ
students emphasize their values
and skills in interviews, as anyone
else would do, and use individual
discretion in outing themselves
based on the company's mission
and atmosphere.
Barrientos stressed that a stu-
dent must individually assess how
out he ot she wants to be at work.
He noted that fot some, their sexual
identity is such a huge part ofwho
they are that coming out is neces-
sary for their confidence. Others,
however, lead separate social and
work lives. He concluded that there
is no right answer.
While there were only three
people in attendance at the work-
shop, they followed the presenta-
tion with an open discussion about
personal experiences.
"I came out at an interview once
and it was much better received that
waiting to earn people's trust," said
Jeremy Millsap, who has worked
in the food and beverage industry
for the past seven years. "Being out
from the get go made it possible for
me to establish boundaries with my
managers and co-workers by defin-
ing inappropriate behaviot."
Millsap noted, however, that he
has had to confront many stereo-
types of how gay men should act.
Barrientos related how stereotypes
and sexism can sometimespigeon-
hole students into picking jobs
generally accepted for those of their
sexual orientation.
"I feel like gay people all have to
learn to face adversity in their lives
and that nothing can prepare them
for taking a stand mote than taking
ptide in youtselfas a human being,"
said Millsap.
He added that people focused
less on his orientation because of
his hard work.
"It seems like people don't really
care about your sexual orientation
as long as you're a good worker,"
said Millsap.
Samuel Nelsen, sophomore
nursing major, said that in high
school, he overcompensated in all
his activities so as to be accepted
before coming out. Barrientos and
Nelsen both emphasized how being
gay does not entirely define who
one is as a person.
"I'll face opposition [in college
and finding a job], sure, but it's not
who I'm attracted to that defines
my abilities, but rather my abilities
themselves," said Nelsen.
Barrientos told students that
while one in three gay people who
are closeted experience discrimi-
nation, violence, threats, sexual
harassments, insults, jokes or os-
tracism in the workplace, those in-
dividuals who come out experience
less job discrimination and earn 50
percent more on average.
"The strongest act of social re-
form is for gay people to-be out in
the workplace [...]," said Nelsen.
"Visibility brings knowledge, and
for a world that fears what it does
not understand and dislikes what
it fears, knowledge brings under-
standing and ultimately the end of
that fear and rejection."
Events such as this workshop are
only a part of Seattle University's
efforts to develop their aid to
LGBTQ students.
"I believe we need to be doing
more and providing more support
for our GLBT community," said
Barrientos. He said that the Career
Development Center will workwith
OMA and Triangle Club to offer
more help for LGBTQ students.
Emily can be reached at
holtel@seattleu.edu
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Jeremy Millsap, a junior communications major, participates in the
workshop, which took place on Jan. 29 in the Student Center.
Jesuits at Seattle U optimistic about declining numbers
Mike Baldwin
Staff Writer
In 1956,Peter Ely, SJ, was one of
29 men in his class who had decided
to pursue the Jesuit vocation. The
class ahead ofhim had 36, the class
behind him had the same.
Fifty years later, Ryan Rallanka
was part of a class that had decided
to follow the same life path as Ely,
attracted by the Jesuit ideals of jus-
tice and service. There were nine
men in his class. Three would not
make it past the first year.
The case of these two classes is
not an exception. After reaching a
peak in 1967, the number of new
Jesuits has been in steady decline
over the last 40 years. In any given
year, the number ofJesuits coming
out ofSeattle University has ranged
from as low as three to no higher
than 10, a far cry from the heyday
of classes like Ely's. While vocation
in general is down across the board,
the problem of interest in joining
the Jesuits is especially pertinent
to Seattle U.
Examining the reasons for the
decline in vocation is an act that
requires many different facets of
analysis. One factor that may have
influenced the decline, albeit unin-
tentionally, took place during a four
year period in the early 19605.
In 1962, the Catholic Church
was a significantly different institu-
tion. Mass was said inLatin, talking
was forbidden, and any kind ofcon-
tribution from the congregation
was minimal.
Then, under the directionofPope
John XXIII, the Second Vatican
Council was commissioned. The
purpose of the Council was to shift
the focus of the church, to make
Mass more open and the congrega-
tion more ofa community.
"It's different to be a communi-
ty," said Ely. "In a community, you
do things together."
The shift in ideology was meant
to make the church feel less like a
group of individuals and more like
a cohesive unit. There were many
more opportunities for participa-
tion in the Church by non-clergy
members of the community,
which would significantly expand
the options of those interested in
religious life.
Individuals could now partici-
pate by giving communion—the
position of Eucharistic ministers
was created, which allowed lay-
people to perform some of the
major duties of the priest dur-
ing mass. The Deaconate, which
used to only be a step in the pro-
cess of becoming a priest, is now a
permanent position.
People now had the option
of living a religious life, but not
being tied to the obligations of
the clergy.
"[The Second Vatican Council]
had some effects that nobody
thought about at the time," said
Ely. "It opened all this possibil-
ity of ministry in the church for
lay people."
Apart from Vatican 11, other fac-
tors influenced the decline in num-
bers in the Jesuit Order. Families
wouldbecome smaller andcommit-
ment to religious life would occur
less and less.
"If you have four sons, it's
'OK, God can have one of them,'"
said Ely.
Society also began to change its
views on commitment. Choosing a
career path at 18 was no longer the
norm—people began to get married
later, if at all, further straying from
the idea ofa definitivepath, says Ely.
There is also the issue ofthe number
of youngmen who drop out within
the first couple years ofchoosing to
join the Jesuits. Rallanka said dealing
with the process of sacrificing much
ofyour freedom can dissuade some
from continuing with their studies.
Starting at 6:30 a.m., much of the
Jesuit day is planned out, focused
around prayer and studies.
"You lose a lot of your free-
dom in terms of how you spend
your day," said Rallanka. "That's
especially hard for those who are
very independent."
With the decline, the Jesuits face
a new reality ofprovoking interest,
ofrecruitment, into the Society of
Jesus. Recruitment had neverbeen a
problem, therefore there was no set
practice on how to go about doing
it. The vocation pretty much spoke
for itself. A recruiter might go to a
parish and speak about the life, but
thosewho were interested most like-
ly had been for quite some time.
A recent study found that those
who chose a life in the clergy had
likely decided to do so from the
age of 11.
"I knew from the time I was
10," said GlenButterworth, a scho-
lastic in the Jesuit Order. "Most
know early."
But while the low numbers may
seem to indicate a disinterest in the
Society, those who have joined re-
cently say that is far from the case.
Butterworth, said the lower num-
bers mean a more intimate connec-
tionbetween those who do join.
"If we hadn't been called into
the same religious life, I prob-
ably wouldn't know these guys,"
said Butterworth. "They're a
great group of guys."
And Rallanka said the lower
numbers have allowed for more in-
struction from those who mentor
the process to becoming a Jesuit.
Whereas 40 years ago a new Jesuit
may have only seen their novice di-
rector once a week, Rallanka said he
was able to communicate with his
almost daily.
"In some ways, the low numbers
has been a hit to the Jesuits," said
Rallanka. "But it makes it very per-
sonalized in terms ofourformation.
We get a lot more one-on-one basis
with our novice director."
Rallanka also points out that
the 10-year process of becoming a
Jesuit means those who choose to
stick with it are extremely commit-
ted to the life.
While the decline may have
hurt the Jesuit ranks, Ely believes
the numbers must be put into per-
spective. While vocation is down,
participation is up, a fact not
lost on Ely.
"Is that a good thing?," asked
Ely about the increased participa-
tion by lay people. "I think it is a
real good thing. Some people say
the decrease in the number ofpriests
is the downside, but the upside is
that you have more lay people in-
volved in the church ministry than
ever before."





about at the time.
Peter Ely, SJ
Theology Professor
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Oxfam promotes fair trade
Justin Najar
Staff Writer
Oxfam at Seattle University re-
cently held Fair Trade Week, one
of the latest activities the club has
put together.
Sophomore Michaela Hennig is
a member of Oxfam, and has been
with the club since last year. She
said the goals of Oxfam are not only
to educate members, but to also
effect change.
"The basic goals of Oxfam are
to educate our own club members
and the rest of the student body on
ways that we can address poverty
alleviation [...] looking at the root
structural causes of poverty, and re-
ally thinking critically and dynami-
cally about that," said Hennig.
Hennig said the club recently
broke up into committees, with
each group examining a different
issue to educate members on.
"Sometimes we'll ask one or
two club members to pick a certain
issue, like fair trade, or the Farm
Bill, or U.S. crop subsidies, or gold
sourcing, do some research on that
on their own, and maybe create a
PowerPoint presentation to bring to
the club," said Hennig.
Throughout the year, Oxfam
has put on several events, includ-
ing their push to stop the passage of
the U.S. farm subsidies bill, which
members of the club sayharms many
farmers in impoverished nations.
Despite many calls from Oxfam to
members of Congress, the bill still
passed this year.
At the moment, Oxfam does not
have any other events or a campaign
planned, but does have a number of
ideas for future events it would like
to put on.
"We're working on a number of
ideas. One is a humanitarian relief
week, where we would have people
sleep in a tent that Oxfam uses at
refugee camps, and we would have
people try to live on 1000 calories a
day, about the amount UN provides
to refugees," said Alston.
Other possible events include a
campaign regarding responsible in-
vestmentsand global warming, but
everything is yet to be decided.
Though Oxfamhas not officially
decided what its next campaign will
be, one goal Oxfam knows it wants
to reach is increasing the amount
of fair trade available to students
on campus.
Fair trade-certified products are
products which are bought for a
price which can sustain the produc-
ers, a price producers often cannot
find on international markets.
Bringing more fair trade prod-
ucts to Seattle University has been
a long-standing goal ofthe club, ac-
cording to Alston, and so far, there
has been some success. The Bottom
Line, the food service institution in-
side the Pigott Building, now serves
100 percent fair trade coffee, largely
due to the efforts of Oxfam. The ul-
timate goal is to make the 100 per-
cent of the coffee the campus serves
100 percent fair trade-certified.
Oxfam's activities have not been
limited to the school. It has worked
with Caffe Vita, located near the
university, to increase the amount
of fair trade coffee served there.
Alston said Oxfam wants to have
fair trade rice, sugar and bananas at
Cherry Street Market and is current-
ly talking to the Connolly Center
about switching to fair trade sports
equipment, which currently gets
much ofits equipment from Nike.
"I think our main goal is to raise
awareness among students about
fair trade, the ideas behind it, and
what they can do to support it,"
said Alston.
That is a reason why the club
decided to launch Fair Trade Week,
a week-long event in which Oxfam
members educated students and
faculty about fair trade through
tabling, movies, discussions, and a
cooking contest.
Student reception to Fair Trade
Week, according to Alston, has
been positive. Alston said he hasn't
run into anyone vocally opposed to
Oxfam's goals here at school.
"I remember two years ago,
there were some students who were
opposed to fair trade because it
would raise prices on their coffee,"
said Alston.
Alston said Fair Trade Week has
exposed the club to new people
who have shown an interest in its
goals, as well as professors, some of
whom are interested in collaborat-
ing with Oxfam in campaigns it has
in the future.
Throughout Fair Trade Week,
Oxfam club members set up tables
around campus with information
about the club, hoping to inform
people about fair trade, as well inter-
national business practices they say
can do more harm than good.
Mehran Abdollmohammadi, a
freshman at Seattle U, stopped by
the tableOxfam set up in the Pigott
Atrium last Tuesday and thought
the information provided a"owed
him to get a better understanding
of complex issues faced by people
around the world.
"IfI was theAfrican cotton farm-
er, then I would have to deal with
this incredible influx ofoutsourced
labor andproducts [...] and as a do-
mestic laborer I would suffer because
ofit," said Abdollmohammadi.
Professor Susan Jackels spoke at
a Soup With Substance luncheon
where participants discussed fair
trade issues. Jackels saw the event
as a way to bring students together
to consider what should be done
to alleviate some of the problems
facing humanity in the world,
such as severe poverty, or unfair
trading practices.
"I am sure this eventraised con-
sciousness and posed stimulating
questions that have received more
thought. The thoughts may lead
to actions which will make prog-
ress. We, as a campus, try to model
what society should be doing,"
said Jackels.
Hennig said one of the goals of
Fair Trade Week was to clarify the
meaning offree and fair trade, and
to educate people on what kinds of
powers and responsibilities theyhave
as consumers in a global market.
"I hope that we were able to pro-
vide a little bit more definitionfor
people that were interested in ex-
ploring [...] what fair trade means,
and the benefits that it brings,
and to really think critically about
the U.S. role in the global mar-
ket and our power as consumers,"
said Hennig.
Justin can be reached at
najarj@seattleu.edu
We, as a campus, try
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Members of Seattle U's Oxfam club promote fair trade options while tabling in the Pigott Atrium.
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Fragments, Seattle University's
literature and visual art magazine, needs submissions for
its 2007-2008 issue. This is Fragments' 50th Anniversary
Issue and we want your work to be part of it!
For this special anniversary edition, we are introducing
the first ever Fragments Contest! All submissions will be
considered with two winners—one literary and one visual
art—who will-have their work set apart as the best of the
best and displayed alongside their photo and biography.
DEADLINE : FEBRUARY 15, 2008





Youth Leader at Ist
Congregational Church
of Bellevue, UCC.
Leads Youth Group on Sunday mornings,
plans programs and social events and
supervises Youth during August Habitat
for Humanity trip to Yakima.
Must be experienced leading Youth
and comfortable with church's
progressive theology.
Salary: $15/hour. Please send
resumes and/or inquiries to:
YouthLeaderSearch@fccbellevue.org




Walking around the city, I'm
often startled to see white manne-
quins. Not that this is an unusual
sight. As a matter offact, I believe
that almost all of the mannequins
and billboard models are white. But
the underlying cultural significance
is rather disquieting.
Cristina Arias, one ofmy teach-
ers, taught me about a prevalent be-
lief among some in the upper class:
whiter is better. She even notes that
she has heard people talking about
"bettering the race" by marrying
Europeans or otherwhite people.
Analuisa Borja, an Afro-
Ecuadorian who works as an in-
terpreter, told me that most of the
Spanish who came here gave their
money to their children through
inheritance. Because of this, the in-
dividuals withwhiter skin are richer.
Meanwhile, the Afro-Ecuadorians,
who are mainly descendents of
slaves, have suffered economically
and have far more limited educa-
tional opportunities.
Race relations are complicated
and often contradictory in Ecuador.
In the city ofOtavalo, we visited the
Jambi Huasi Indigenous Medical
Center, which was founded in the
early 19905, despite the fact that
the constitution explicitly prohib-
ited practicing indigenous medicine
until 1998.
Ruth Gordillo, a professor at the
Universidad Catolica, noted that the
constitution ofEcuador used to say
that Ecuador is a Catholic, apos-
tolic and Roman country. Diego
Rivadeneira, whohelped coordinate
our visit to Jambi Huasi, explained
that the government did not shut
down the center because it was
afraid ofprovoking riots.
Certain medical centers have
begun to incorporate traditional
healing practices with Western
medicine. At Jambi Huasi we saw
a healer perform the "limpieza con
cuy," which means "cleansing with
guinea pig." For the ceremony, my
classmate Ryan Mayock took offhis
shirt and stood still as a live guinea
pig was rubbed across his body like
a washcloth.
My host dad, Hector Villacis, ex-
plained that the guinea pig is sup-
posed to take the negative energy
from the human into its own body.
I had expected him to reject this
custom because he is a dedicated
rationalist, but he believes that a
special energetic relationship exists
between the indigenous people and
the guinea pigs, or "cuys," as they
are known here. Some indigenous
families even have guinea pig pens
in their kitchens. This is because the
"cuy" is a well-known delicacy, es-
pecially popular with tourists who
want to try something unique.
The guinea pig dies after it has
absorbed the negative energy. It is
then dissected to see what ailments
it has taken into its body from the
patient being treated. In Mayock's
case, the dissected guinea pig indi-
cated that he had suffered a neck
injury and was eating a bit too
much. He indeed had been injured
right where the healer indicated
about five years earlier. As for eat-
ing too much, he insists that there
is nothing to it because he is thin,
but he has definitely been enjoying
the local food.
Along with the efforts to inte-
grate Western and traditional medi-
cine, La Prensa, the local newspaper
of Riobamba, reports, "In the year
2007, representatives of various
groups came to agreement and sat
down to work together in favor of
intercultural, bilingual education."
The project has since garnered the
support ofvarious non-governmen-
tal organizations, including the
International Red Cross.
It is believed that through offer-
ing classes in indigenous languages
the intercultural, bilingual schools
will help address the illiteracy in
native communities. According to
Jambi Huasi, the national literacy
rate is 91 percent. Among indig-
enous people, however, it is 80
percent for men and 74 percent
for women.
When I spoke with the Mayor of
Saquisili about this matter, he ap-
peared guardedly optimistic. He told
me, "We haveasked the government
to create another [educational] sys-
tem that is intercultural [and] bilin-
gual [...] where ifa mestizo wants to
come teach here they would need to
learn Quichua (Quichua is the most
common traditional language spo-
ken in the Andean mountains)."
The term mestizo refers to the
dominant population in Ecuador
that is of mixed Spanish and in-
digenous heritage. Jambi Huasi
reported that 77.7 percent of the
population identifies as mestizo.
However, Rivadeneira pointed
out that the statistics are distorted
by the fact that many indigenous
people have denied their heritage to
get ahead economically. The mayor
of Saquisili is a living example of
the changes that are talking place
in this country. As recently as 1985,
Rivadeneira noted that indigenous
people were forced to ride at the
back of thebus. Now an indigenous
shaman is the mayor of this small
but thriving community.
The new president, Rafael
Correa, who was elected in 2007,
has put an emphasis on preserving
and restoring indigenous identity.
My host sister, Sofia Villacis,
a mestiza who works as a tourist
guide, tells me that most people call
the Afro-Ecuadorians "negritos."
Literally translated this term means
"little black people," but she insists
that it is an endearing term.
I asked Arias about this in class.
She told me that although it is very
common for mestizos to use this
term, it is offensive to some Afro-
Ecuadorians. Sofia says that the
term is not as offensive because "we
do not have the same history as the
United States."
Afro-Ecuadorians are descen-
dents of slaves brought over by
the Spanish to work on the plan-
tations, a community is still trying
to find acceptance and respect in
the country. The largest concentra-
tion of Afro-Ecuadorians is in the
Northwestern-most coastal province
known as Esmeraldas. The local
music and dance demonstrates the
considerable Caribbean influence
on this coastal community.
Spencer can be reached at
bollens@seattleu.edu
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Special Events Internship
Interim Community Development Association
Interim Community Development Association (ICDA), a non-
profit organization supporting affordable housing, community and
economic development in Seattle's International District is looking
for interns for their Fund Development Department. The special
events intern will assist in the overall planning and implementation
of the major fundraising event for ICDA. The intern will perform
and gain experience in: special events coordination, volunteer
development, procurement, marketing, and public relations.
Qualified candidates will possess a professional, service oriented
attitude and is energetic, punctual and dependable. They should
have strong organizational skills, ability to work independently,
good interpersonal communication skills, strong planning and
analytical skills and must be dependable and flexible.
Interns are required to work a minimum of
10-15 hours per week. ICDA can be flexible
concerning the number of hours and the
design of your internship. This is an UNPAID
internship. Please send a cover letter and
resume to Stephen Elaimy:
selaimy@interimicda.org
The Steven Klein Company
www.stevenklein.com
Not ready for the LSAT?
We are the Steven Klein Com-
pany. LSAT Specialists. After
18 years and 4,500 students,
there probably isn't anyone
who knows more about this test
or how to teach it than we do.
That is why Steven still teaches
all his own classes. That is why
you should call us. Our nine
week course features 36 hours
of class time with weekly help
sessions, sevenmock exams and
assistance with the application
process for the reasonable price
of 5995. We can answer any
LSAT question - let us prove it.
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approaches, many students face a
shaky job market in the midst ofa
potential economic recession.
Chris Weber, associate professor
of economics at Seattle U, proposes
a scary scenario: if the economy
goes into a recession like the last
two recessions, it's going to take a
painful recovery.
"In 1992, unemployment kept
growing after the recession officially
ended. If there is a recession, slow
job growth could happen through
2009," said Weber.
Dean Peterson, assistant pro-
fessor of economics, has similar
concerns.
"The last two recessions have
been called jobless recoveries,
the [Gross Domestic Product]
bounces back, but we're just not
picking up the new jobs, and the
new jobs are going to be what our
students are going to bevying for,"
said Peterson.
"If there's a world-wide re-
cession and global air travel goes
down, Boeing would be in trouble
locally," said Weber.
Peterson is betting against a
global recession, although icono-
clastic financial guru George
Soros recently advised at the
World Economic Forum that
"this is not a normal crisis," and
could signal the "end of an era,"
as reported by The Independent
on Jan. 24.
As for advice, Peterson suggested
two years in the Peace Corps., a rare
opportunity to stay away from the
job market. He also said students
should boost their resumes with
internships and look outside the
Seattle market.
Weber warns not to wait until
May to start a job hunt because by
then the probability we will be in a
recession will rise. As far as safe in-
dustries, Weber jokingly suggested
the U.S. Military.
The military is certainly looking
for educated recruits. In the 2007
fiscal year, 79 percent of the sol-
diers that Armyrecruited had high
school diplomas, missing its target-
of 90 percent, according to their
latest press release.
An uneasy economy may
boost the Army's forces, which
was having trouble meeting re-
cruiting targets last year. This
year, the Army reported on Jan.
31 that it was already on track to
meet its 2008 goal of 80,000 new
active-duty soldiers.
Outside of military growth,
unions had a net gain of member-
ship for the first time since 1982 in
2007. According to the American
Federation of Labor/Congress of
Industrial Organizations, 51 per-
cent ofthe labor movement is now
white collar.
Job growth in professional and
technical fields is expected to grow
by 21.2 percent in the U.S., or 6
million jobs, between 2004 and
2014. Overall, U.S. job growth is
only expected to be at 13percent
for the same period, according to
the AFL-CIO.
Despite projected growth, there
is an increasing concern that jobs
will be outsourced.
"Jobs are going overseas, we
are always fighting," said Kathy
Cummings, communications direc-
tor for the Washington State Labor
Council ofthe AFL-CIO.
"Three years ago [Boeing]
had close to 50,000 union mem-
bers and now they are down to
25,000," she said. "They contract
out and they bring in young work-
ers in non-unionized shops so they
won't get that money and no good
benefits and no good pensions.
That seems to be the trend among
the employers."
Cummings said Governor
Christine Gregoire is pushing for
a $3 million grant for apprentice-
ships in the state ofWashington to
beef up aerospace workforce skills.
Tommy Howard, 25, under-
stands the threat of a shrinking
job market. Howard received
his Bachelor's from Seattle U
in 2006.
In January of2006, Howard was
already looking for a job that started
in June. His search was to no avail,
despite his several internships.
"For every 10[job] applications
you turn in you get one interview
and for 10 interviews, you get
one offer," said Howard. "Part of
the reason I went to grad school
is because I was having trouble
finding work."
Instead oflanding a job,Howard
went back to Seattle U to get a
Masters in Public Administration
and graduated from that program
in 2007.
Now Howard has found his
"career job" as a recruiter for the
Washington State Department of
Transportation, but he still remains
acutely aware of the recession. If
tax revenues go down, his position
could be cut because his position
will only be funded for the next
nine months.
"I feel lucky to have a position,"
said Howard.
Craig Lay, 24, did not have the
same trouble finding a job coming
out ofcollege. Lay graduated from
Seattle U in 2006 with a degree in
electrical engineering.
"Right before graduation, I
got a call from Xversiry. They got
my contact information from the
debate team Web site—basically,
[they] mined the debate team for
potential hires," said Lay.
After an interviewwith Xversiry,
Lay received job contracts with
T-Mobil and Starbucks.
"The big problem with getting
hired by a consulting company
is that I would get a contract for
one month to three months,"
saidLay.
He began doing quality assur-
ance assessment at $30 an hour,
but said that was "horrible." He
spent 40 hours one week watching
T-Mobil salesmen attempt to sell
phones in the Renton Wal-Mart.
They only sold one that week.
"It was around the same time I
learned how to play the accordion
and started busking," said Lay.
Lay now splits his timebetween
delivering decorative baskets to
grocery stores for a small business
and playing his accordion on the
street downtown. Lay remains
confident that his job playing the
accordion will be secure through
the recession.
"As far as busking goes, that's
how a lot of people survived the
Great Depression," said Lay.
Brandon can be reached at
engb2o74@seattleu.edu
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Frye, Asian Art museums engaging community
Emily Holt
Senior Staff Writer
Through the jointeffortof theowners and curators of the
Frye Art Museum and the
SeattleAsian Art Museum, Capitol
Hill offers a foray into art for every-
one, from the casual art viewer to
the aficionado, all at a low cost.
The Frye, located on Cherry
Street and Terry Avenue, is perhaps
most notable for presenting a wide
range of contemporary art while
still maintaining a strong collec-
tion ofhistorical pieces. The Frye's
permanent collection includes 17th
and 18th century German, French
and American paintings from
renowned artists such as
Franz Von Stack and William
Adolphe Bouguereau.
According to its mission state-
ment, the Frye aims to engage au-
diences, challenge perceptions, and
encourage dialogue about represen-
tational art in all its past and pres-
ent complexities. It also guarantees
that admission to the museum will
always be free.
"Contemporary art brings about
questions that our culture might
be grappling with," said Rebecca
Garrity Putman, director of com-
munications. "We strive to present
a balance of exhibitions."
Putman said that it is important
that the historical pieces in die Frye
do not stand collectively as a "fly in
amber," but rather serve to com-
plement the contemporary pieces
by showing the ways in which art
develops over time, reacts against
itself, and delivers messages appro-
priate to the time period.
"I like the Frye because it is close
and free, but I am also always sur-
prised by its new exhibits," said
Grace Mahoney, sophomore vi-
sual art major. "There is a good
balance of old paintings and new
work by lesser-known artists."
The most recent exhibit in the
Frye is one such topical collec-
tion, showcasing the work of R.
Crumb, the original founder of
the American underground comix
movement. Comix are small, self-
published comic books that origi-
nated in San Francisco in the 1960s
and espoused taboo subjects such as
drug use and sexuality.
While Crumb is now oneof the
best known cartoon artists in the
world, his contemporaries saw him
as a social recluse who lived an elu-
sive and traveling life that took him
from Philadelphia to San Francisco
to France.
"We like to surprise people to
enhance the visit," said Putnam.
"R. Crumb is a wonderful comple-
ment to [the other exhibits]."
In much the same way that the
Frye unites historical and con-
temporary art under one roof, the
Seattle Asian Art museum brings
together the history and culture of
Asia and Seattle.
Located offof 10thAvenue, the
Seattle Asian Art Museum charges
$5 for admission and is a sister
branch to the downtown Seattle
Art Museum (SAM).
The Seattle Asian Art Museum
sits atop a hill in an extravagant
building constructed according to
the 1930s Art Deco style by SAM
founder Richard Fuller. The muse-
um is theresult ofFuller's extensive
personal collection of Asian art,
ranging from Chinese calligraphy
and hand-painted snuffbottles to
Japanese jadeand kimonos.
In the same way that curators or-
ganized the SAM in order to show
the connections between cultures,
the Seattle Asian Art Museum fea-
tures exhibits that examine Asian
influence on western art and ar-
chitecture as well as the interac-
tionbetween Asian countries in the
development ofBuddhism.
The Museum also displays con-
temporary art, most notably the
work ofCindy Ng Sio leng. The act
ofwashing out her used brushes in
water inspired her series ofvideos
and photographs that make ink an
active and dynamic medium that
does not merely sit on the page.
Curator Yukiko Shirahara de-
scribes theAsian art collection as a
"treasure," and one ofthe top five
collections in the United States
in terms of Japanese art. For her,
the Seattle Asian Art Museum is
essential to building community
in Seattle.
"We have a wonderful Asian
community [in Seattle]," said
Shiragara. "We always hear their
voice and let them know more
about their own country and how
we influence each other."
Emily can be reached at
holtel©seattleu.edu
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Examining the influence of Asian art on Western culture, the SeattleAsian Art Museum at VolunteerPark,
a branch of the Seattle Art Museum, is one of the top five Asian art collections in the United States.
Aspiring filmmakers thrive at Northwest Film Forum
By Justin Najar
Staff Writer
Ablock from SeattleUniversity, on 12thAvenuebetween Pine and Pike
streets, stands the Northwest Film
Forum (NWFF). Priding itself for
offering various independent, for-
eign, and avant-garde films, the
NWFF also offers workshops and
volunteer opportunities.
Currently, NWFF is show-
ing "Sisu Cinema: Nine From the
Finnish New Wave" program, which
features nine Finnish films from die
mid-Sixties to the early Seventies.
The Danish film "The Monastery"
plays from February 1 to 7.
NWFF tickets are fairly afford-
able, usually $8.50 for non-mem-
bers, and $5 for members. These
prices are cut in halfevery Monday.
What's more, NWFF offers a variety
ofclasses diat cover many aspects of
filmmaking, such as camera work
and screenwriting.
"There's a lot of places that are
showing movies, and there's a lot of
places that are helping filmmakers
make movies, but to do it all un-
der one roof, and to really provide
that sort of community, to be a
place where diere's discussions and
workshops, I think that might be
unmatched," said Davis.
According to Ryan Davis,
NWFF's Communications Director,
some of the mostpopular workshops
feature visiting directors.
"They're usually about 12people,
and you get to workone-on-one with
a visiting documentary filmmaker,
or sometimes they'll watch your
movie and give you feedback," said
Davis. "They're a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity."
Another popular class, according
to David, is an introduction to film-
making using a 16 millimeter cam-
era, which is offered quarterly. The
class involves both instruction and
hands-on work, with students learn-
ing the basics about the camera, such
as proper lighting and crew needs.
The class ends with students using
what they have learned to shoot a
short film.
Other popular classes pro-
vide training in popular editing
programs such as Final Cut Pro
and AfterEffects.
"You could be here watching a
movie and 10 feet away someone's
editing a Sundance Film Festival
short film," said Davis.
One such example is "Police Beat,"
directed by Robinson Devor. The
film was featured in the Sundance
Film Festival in 2005, and received
much critical acclaim from publica-
tions such as Rolling Stone magazine
and the Los Angeles Times.
The NWFF's focus on assisting
in the production of movies is dem-
onstrated by their Start to Finish
program. According to Davis, this
program helps directors make the
leap from smaller projects to larger
ones by supplying the directors with
a larger budget than they may nor-
mally use, facilities to film and edit,
and the proper equipment to make
their film.
The Northwest Film Forum is
a certified non-profit organization,
and operates with the help of vol-
unteers who sell tickets at the box
office, operate movie projectors and
work in the office. Volunteers are re-
warded by reduced prices for rentals
and workshops.
The benefits are alluring to some
local filmmakers. Volunteer Cassie
Wulff, 24, has been working at
NWFF for about seven months and
is currendy making a movie with fel-
low volunteerWill Wahlay, 28.
"We are going to be using their
facilities, hopefully, and making con-
nections so we can have help to make
our film," said Wulff.
The help offered to local filmmak-
ers is characteristic ofthe Northwest
Film Forum.
"We really try and support that
idea of local filmmaking and try and
make sureaudiences understand that
just watching a movie here, even if
that movie happens to have been
made in France, these seats are from
Tacoma, or something like that. That
sort of ethic is also something un-
usual," said Davis.
Justin can be reached at
najarj@seattleu.edu
ClaraGaney The Spectator
Avolunteer helps run the concessions stand at The Nortwest Film Forum.
In addition to movies the NWFF also offers filmmaking classes.
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DAnd it is. Aside fromthe writing and readingclasses, there are open
mic nights for varying age groups,
poetry nights and reading nights. A
new eventstarted in October 2007,
the Hugo Literary Series, features
raw, unseen and unedited, works of
writers who createdpieces based on a
specific theme.
The next event in the series,
"Love is the Drug" on Feb. 15,
brings renowned Northwest poet
David Wagoner, novelist Ricky
Moody who wrote "Garden State,"
authorMonica Drake arid the band
EuxAutres, together to present their
creations on the theme of love to i
their first-ever audience. j
Apart from putting on events i
to feature diverse writers, Richard ;
Hugo Houseacts as a hub for local
writers, whether they want an edi- i
tor to read their work, share their 1
pieces, or expand on their craft. i
"More than anything I just love i
what it's about. It's so dedicated to i
creative writing. There's an aura in ]
the air for writers and it's so con- i
tagious, I love it," says Sasha Ife i
Sobers-Outlaw, who got hooked <
at Richard Hugo House when she
participated in a two-weekprogram <
called Scribes at the age of 15.
"After participating in the l
summer youth writing program, I
that first year, is when I had ba- <
sically deemed myself a writer, i
That was pretty powerful," says 1
Sobers-Oudaw. i
Over the last seven years lat- .
er, Sobers-Outlaw has taken on v
roles as a volunteer, a front desk \
assistant and an emcee for Works
in Progress, an open mic night for
the over-21 writers. Now, in her last
year at Seatde University, she is tak-
ing time off from Hugo House to
focus on completing her Creative
Writing major.
But she already misses the at-
mosphere and plans to resume her
emcee role in April. Until then,
she encourages writers and read-
ers, and everyone in between,
to take advantage of Richard
Hugo House.
"Whatever you're interested in,
they have so much to offer I'm sure
there's something you will find in-
teresting. It's inevitable once you
get there. Some factor of that facil-
ity will grasp your attention," says
Sobers-Oudaw.
Maybe it will be the collection
of 17,000 zines—brief self-pub-
lished mini-magazines that feature
the widest range of topics—or
the ghost stories generated from
the history of the more than 100-
yeat-old house's prior status as a
mortuary, or the tribal sense ofbe-
ing among writers and new works
of literature.
Additionally, mostevents are free
or offer cheaper student prices.
"We tend to treat everyone who
walks in the door as a family mem-
ber so people are pretty friendly and
casual," says Wilber. "For anyone
who's coming here, its going to bea
litde bit funky, a litde bit surprising
and a lot offun."
Jessica can be reached at
vangilde@seatlleu.edu
inding art on the Hill
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The Capitol Hill Arts Center is home to a number of events, including live
theater, stand up comedy, game nights and local fundraising events.
CHAC hosts theater, comedy
Kelly Glenn
Volunteer Writer
College students looking forunique, quality entertain-
ment don't need to buy
season tickets for upscale theaters
downtown. Instead, there's the
Capitol Hill Arts Center (CHAC),
a unique fusion of theater, club
and local music which promotes
the value and importance of
art in every aspect of life, all at
reasonable prices.
The CHAC has a variety of
weekly events for college students.
Currently, the center's next major
production is Mike Daisey's "How
Theater Failed America," a pro-
vocative, entertaining monologue
about what has gonewrongwith die
theater arts in America.
Matthew Kwatinetz, the Centers
producing artistic director, recom-
mends the show to anyone seeking
a fun night out.
"He is the best mix between
political commentary and stand-
up comedy that you will ever see,"
Kwatinetz said ofDaisey.
Daisey takes audience members
by surprise byaddressing a topic diat
is often taboo for actors. Daring to
go beyond platitudes, he uses a hu-
morous, direct way ofrelating to
the audience to discuss the shrink-
ing support that theater receives
every year, a message that is often
hidden or sugar-coated.
The show will take place at the
CHAC Feb. 8 to Feb. 10 at 7:30
p.m. Tickets are $20 in advance or
$25 at the door.
The CHAC also has a number of
less expensive events. Every Friday
features a house music dance night
called "Electric Avenue" with free
admission. The Saturday program,
"Club V," is '80s music night for $6
at the door. Both eventsrun from 10
p.m. to 2 a.m., ages 21 and over.
For the underage crowd, The
CHAC hosts "Konkrete Jungle"
on Wednesdays, an all-ages event
featuring eclectic jungle drum and
bass playing, inspired by the original
Konkrete Jungle events in New York
City. The show costs $5 at the door
and begins at 8 p.m.
The less artistic crowd will
enjoy game nights, held most
Tuesdays nights from 6 p.m.
to 2 a.m. Participants can play
foosball, Boggle, Cranium, or a
numberofother games,hostedby the
designers ofCranium.
"We turn the bar into an in-
teractive game-making place,"'
Kwatinetz said.
For students looking to get in-
volved, the CHAC seeks volunteers
to help with ushering, set construc-
tion, web design, data entry, and
various other tasks. Volunteers re-
ceive free admission to any show
that they work at.
CHAC also helps support the
local community. Karen DeLisle,
a masters student in the Student
Development Administration
Program, is hosting an event, en-
titled "Sweet Dreams: A Valentine
Benefit," at the CHAC to raise
money for the Leukemia and
Lymphoma Society.
"Capitol Hill Arts Center has
made a significant impact by sup-
porting this event and offering
us the venue space at a fraction
of the normal operating costs.
CHAC has given a lot ofsupport as
we navigate through our first
non-profit fundraiser," DeLisle
said.
The event will take place on
Feb. 15 at 8:30 p.m. and will fea-
ture music by the Sneaky Thieves,
an indie alternative band, and
a Mozart string quartet. Tickets are
sold for a donation of $20.
The benefit provides another
opportunity for students to get in-
volved. Volunteers will be needed to
set up, staff the coat check,replenish
food and run the silent auction com-
ponent of the evening, as well as to
donate silent auction supplies.
Capitol Hill Arts Center is locat-
ed at 1621 12th Avenue. For more
information, visit their website at
www.capitolhillarts.com.





Dark Play explores raw emotions, sexuality
Emily Holt
Senior Staff Writer
In need of some excitement,
some actual raw emotion in
your invented, Facebook-ridden
life? Disillusioned with Internet
identities?
Well get ready. Seattle
University theater department is
showcasing "Dark Play, or Stories
for Boys," from February 21 to
March 2 in the Lee Center for
the Arts.
"Dark Play," written by Carlos
Murillo, a Chicago-based play-
wright and director, is the tale of
a teenage boy who gets caught up
in a misguided quest for connec-
tion while ensnaring others in his
complex vision of the world.
The main character, Nick, is
a college student who recalls the
game "dark play" that he insti-
gated over the Internet while in
high school.
In the process Nick draws an
innocent and unsuspecting boy,
Adam, who is looking for love,
into his game by pretending to be
a girl thatAdam falls in love with.
In order to keep up the charade,
Nick invents characters who be-
came a reality to him and, in the
process, falls for Adam.
"I see the play as a modern
thriller about the fluidityofidenti-
ty," said Braden Abraham, director
of"Dark Play" and literary manag-
er at the Seattle Repertory Theatre.
"In the character of Nick, play-
wright Carlos Murillo has mixed
that sense ofprotean identity and
technological competency with
an adolescent's nascent concepts
of love, intimacy and sexuality. I
think the result is a very dramati-
cally compelling scenario."
Abraham chose "Dark Play"
because he wanted to work on a
piece that was contemporary and
relevant to the student commu-
nity. Even though the play does
not shy away from portraying raw
sexual tension, Abraham claims
the faculty was supportive of
his choice.
Michael Stock, junior English
and theater major, plays Nick and
says he was drawn into therole by
Abraham's enthusiasmfor theplay.
While Stock has acted in previous
Seattle U productions, this is the
first lead role he has landed.
"Braden has been awesome. I
have to do a lot ofreally raunchy
stuff and he's really good at talk-
ing me through that. Braden could
talk me into walking into traffic or
robbing a bank," said Stock.
Stock's role as Nick is not only
mentally tiring, but physically as
well, since he must be on stage the
whole time. Much of the action
plays out as though the audience
is actually in Nick's head, thus the
lines between reality and fiction
are blurred, largely in part because
Nick is a character who likes to
"make stuff up." Abraham called
him an "unreliable narrator."
While the audience infers on-
line interactions between charac-
ters, the play does not merely serve
as a critique of the Internet.
"I think the Internet is a vehi-
cle [to show] how far a lie can go.
The whole idea of the Internet is
how easy it is for something [big]
to happen, [how] through the
Internet all these murky, nasty
human animalistic and barbaric
things come to the top," said
Stock. "He never really says it, but
Nick is looking for company."
Although Nick is a rough char-
acter, Stock said that he has uni-
versally relatable characteristics.
"We all search for that and we
are all looking for people to relate
to. We are all looking for a mom,
a father," said Stock. While Nick
may come off as being abrasive
and cocky initially, he is also a
boy with a troubled past who is
looking for love.
Given the subject matter and
the quick timing of the action, the
show will be psychologically tax-
ing on the whole cast. The actors
must meet with counselors from
CAPS after the show to talk about
how they are handling the psycho-
logical pressures of their roles.
"We delve into really emo-
tional characters who are over
the top because they are part
of [Nick's] imagination," said
Damian Peterson, junior theater
major, who plays Nick's stepfather
in the play.
The actors and director all
agreed that the close-knit nature
of the cast helps to keep a level
of humor on set and keep them
all grounded.
"[The play] is very much an en-
semble piece. All of us are entities
of Nick," said Michelle Palmer,
senior theater and humanities
major, who plays Adam's cousin
and a drama teacher.
Having the Internet as a back-
drop does provide a point to
which many college-age students
can relate.
"This play [asks the question
ofhow] we communicate and the
way we try to connect to other
people," said Aaron Orheim, ju-
nior political science major who
plays Adam.
If the fluidity of conversation
and identity flow through the play,
so too does a sense of the cast's
cohesion, felt during rehearsals
and off-stage.
"I'm having a blast working
with the whole creative team," said
Abraham. "I continue to be im-
pressed by the depth of the actors'
theatrical intelligence, the good
ideas they bring to the floor, and
their overall talent and generosity.
Everyone is working very hard."
Tickets are $6 for students, $8
for faculty and staff and $10 for
the general public. Shows take
place Thursday to Saturday at 7:30
p.m. and Saturday and Sunday at
2:30 p.m.
Emily can be reached at
holtel©seattleu.edu
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In "Dark Play, or Stories for Boys" an internet game leads to insights
regarding relationships, love and communication.
Captivating winter scenes displayed at local gallery
Sara Bernert
Staff Writer
A frozen landscape stretches out
as far as the eye can see. A snow
covered beach fades slowly into
the icy ocean. In the middle of this
chilly shoresits a solitary bench ris-
ing above the snow drifts—a small
reminder ofcivilization in an oth-
erwise wild place. This simple im-
age was turned into an incredibly
powerful photograph, one which
captures both the frigid isolation
and peaceful silence ofwinter.
The photograph, titled "Wish,"
is part ofa new winter galleryat the
Photographic Center Northwest.
"Wish" belongs to an exhibit by
photographer Lisa M. Robinson
titled "Snowbound."
Robinson spent five winters tak-
ing photographs of snow and ice.
Some photos—like snowy mead-
ows and faded footprints—capture
the tranquil stillness of the season,
while others document the harsher
side ofwinter, with shots ofstrange
ice formations and frozen lakes.
In addition to Robinson's pre-
sentation of the duality of the
season, "Snowbound" also show-
cases whimsical winter transfor-
mations of everyday objects. The
bench in "Wish" is one example.
Another photo is ofan abandoned
trampoline, the springs collapsing
under the weight of snow and ice.
Robinson's goal for these photo-
graphs was to "quietly reference
another season, a time of life or
activity that has already passed, and
may come again."
Alongside "Snowbound" is
another exhibition by award-
winning photographer Camille
Seaman titled, "The Last Iceberg."
Seaman traveled through the Artie
regions of Svallbard, Greenlandand
Antarctica to capture dramatic im-
ages of icebergs in all their forms.
The photographs resemble
family portraits; indeed, Seaman
treats her frosty subjects as dis-
tinct individuals, not as part of a
detached landscape. The photo-
graphs aim to capture "a moment
in [the iceberg's] life in which
they covey their unique person-
ality... a glimpse of their soul
which endures."
While all the photos show es-
sentially the same thing, the feel-
ings captured in each are incred-
ibly varied. One shows an endless
wall of giant ice cliffs juttingabove
the deep blue sea, some cascading
down dramatically into the frigid
waters. Others, such as portraits of
oddly shaped ice masses sheltering
seabirds, bring about more tranquil
and friendly feelings. Then there are
images ofisolated icebergs floating
out to sea, doomed to slowly erode
away into nothingness by changing
temperaturesand crashing currents.
Few images capture such vast feel-
ings of futile desolation.
"The Last Iceberg" is part of a
larger project entitled, "Melting
Away," which documents the effects
of global warming on our planet's
Polar Regions.
"Snowbound" and "The Last
Iceberg", will.be.on displaythrough-
Feb. 27th at the Photogtaphy
Center Northwest, located on 12th
Avenue directly across from the
Lee Center.
Sara can be reached at
bernerts@Beattleu.edu j .. j> >
CourtesyPhotographic Center Northwest
This photograph of an iceberg in Antarctica is just one ofmany striking
images by Camille Seaman on display at Photo Center Northwest.
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On the Last Day to play Neumos with new singer
Kyle Madsen
Volunteer Writer
One of the hardest working
bands in the Seattle area, On the
Last Day, rose to popularity in
2007 after opening for such bands
as Atreyu and The Deftones and
touring all across the United States
and Europe. The band of brothers
had been poised for major label
recognition, which came in 2006
as the post-hardcore band signed
with Victory Records.
The band was making a bee-line
for the top ofthe charts until they
made a move that few bands have
recovered from. In the summer of
2007, On the Last Day fired their
lead singer.
On The Last Day joined the
front lines ofSeattle hardcore when
they formed in 2003. Drummer
Drew Dowell first formed dieband
with brothers Aaron and Justin
Johnson, playing bass and guitar,
respectively. Soon, vocalist Geoffrey
Walker and guitarist Frank Gross
wouldfinalize die line-up. But after
extensive touring, it was cleat that
Walket would have to go.
"We wete always so close, I
mean, we wete togethet nine, 10
months out of the yeat, but it was
always like the fout of us, and
the other guy," said Gross about
Walker.
The conflict came to a head
as the band finished their first
European tour.
"I remembergetting off the plane
back home and teally not knowing
whether I wanted to do this any-
more or not," said Dowell.
Justin explained that it was
Walker's inflexibility in regards to
their musical direction that ulti-
mately led to his termination.
Although the band members felt
relieved once Walker was out of the
picture, On the Last Day still had
to deal with reactions from their
label and fans.
"When we first brought it up to
our label they wete pretty freaked
out, just because they had been
pushing the album for so long,"
said Gross. "But after we explained
our position they were behind us
100 percent. Not a lot of labels
would have done that."
While Victory may have given
the band the green light, their fans
were much less forgiving.
"I definitely got a lot offlack on
the Internet from some of the old
fans," said Carson Allen, the band's
new lead singer.
Since the release of their first
major label debut album, "Meaning
in the Static," fans had grown ac-
custom to the screaming vocals that
had characterized the band. But like
a true rock star, Allen took thestage
at Warped Tour 2007 and showed
the people his own style.
"I remember the first showwith
Carson, I was so worried we were
going to go up there and every-
one was going to hate us," recalled
Gross.
Despite the anxiety the band
felt, On the Last Day played with
fierce intensity, and gave Allen a
chance to prove himself.
"We took the stage and every-
one was like, 'Who's this guy?'"
added Dowell.
But by the end ofthe showAllen
had won over the crowd.
"After that show I had kids
come up to me and say, 'Hey I was
trash talking you on the Internet
but now I see what it's all about,'"
said Allen.
With a lead singer securely
in place the band is working on
their sophomore album, "Make it
Mean Something," due for release
later this year. The band decided
to move away from their hard-
core status with this recording
to avoid being labeled as another
"screamo band."
"What I liked about this record
is that everyone has taken on their
roles really well. A lot of times
in young bands, everyone tries
to shine, but on "Make it Mean
Something" everyone compliments
each other really well" said Allen.
On their first album, On the
Last Day picks up where bands
such as Senses Fail and Thrice left
off. They seamlessly fuse the heavy
guitar riffs, powerful bass and dou-
ble time drums ofheavy metal with
the energy and intensity of punk.
With a new vocalist, On the Last
Day has developed a more mature,
meticulously crafted, and intense
sound. The new album retains the
energy and power of "Meaning in
the Static" without relying upon
screaming or power chords to make
their point.
Fans can hear the new material
at Neumo's on Feb. 8 along with lo-
cal headlinerAiden. The band's live
performance will be nothing less
than a straight-up rock show, chan-
neling the power and excitementon
stage that made Nirvana and Foo
Fighters famous. With "hit hard or
go home" as the bands motto, it is
sure to be 30 minutes of intensity
that should not be missed.
Kyle can be reached at
madsenk@seattleu.edu
CourtesyOn the Last Day
Guitarist Frank Gross live at The Gorge for Warped Tour 2007, thefirst
show On the Last Day played with new lead singer Carson Allen.
SPOTS ON THE HILL
Rose Egge
New music venue opens on Pike
Entertainment Editor
Walking through King Cobra
it's not hard to remember the
venue's history as the nightclub
Sugar. And yet, there are notice-
able changes. While the lighting is
the same, once entirely white walls
have been replaced by dark blues
and reds. The ceiling now sports
black paint and vintage albums
from artists like Blondie and Judas
Priest. A previously plain brick wall
now rocks a mural of the Seattle
city skyline.
But beyond these physical
changes, the biggest difference be-
tween the King Cobraand Sugar is
their mission.
Che Sabado, who owned the
late Kincora Pub in Belltown,
purchased the vacated venue with
ambitions of joining Capitol Hill's
thriving music scene—a scene
which is central on 10th Avenue
and Pike Street.
"Like it or not, Capitol Hill
is dubbed as the hippest area in
town," said Jason Rothman, for-
mer editor ofDisheveledMagazine
who is currently booking at King
Cobra. "It has been fot a long time
with the Comet Tavern, Neumos
and the Capitol Hill Block Party
around here."
The club had a soft launch on
Jan. 25 opening the bar, but will
not be ready for performers until
March.
Despite Sugar's failure to last
in the neighborhood, Sabado feels
that the pattern of dance clubs
turning into music venues has
proved successful, citing Neumos
as an example.
"Che made a lot of money at
Kincora and he's always wanted
to open a live music venue," said
Rothman. "All ofus are music fans,
and we think we have something to
contribute."
With that goal in mind, Sabado
has hired Chris Petty, who built
the stage at neighboring venue
Neumos, to construct a stage for
King Cobra as well.
Once complete, it is expected
that the 21+ venue will be able to
hold 475 people. This puts it in a
prime position to host acts with a
larger drawthan the CometTavern,
but a smaller crowd than Neumos'
acts bring in.
While the stage is still being
constructed.no performing acts
can be confirmed, but Sabado says
there has been interestfrom various
artists. Both Rothman and Sabado
expect the club to book a diverse
mix of musical talent as well as
comedians and even semi-profes-
sional wrestlers.
Along with Rothman, Jenny
Bendel, who has worked with the
Sunset Tavern in Ballard, will be
booking at the King Cobra.
"I'm going to look at local bands
that are everything from hip hop to
punk rock to grindcore to what-
ever," Rothman said. "If it sounds
good and people like it, we'll
bring it in."
Sabado also has ambitions of
supporting the local music scene.
He plans to help Seatde musicians
by booking them as opening acts
for nationally touring artists.
"It's going to give more bands
more opportunities. This town has
amazing talent and it's in every
genre ofmusic and I think having
more places to play rather than less
can only help. With this club here
it can only turn this place into a
destination spot."
Rose can be reached at






With the release of Pro Tools
in 1991, affordable, high quality,
digital recording became a reality
for aspiring musicians. Allowing
for multi-track mixing and crys-
tal clear fidelity, it revolutionized
the art ofaudio recording, and is
still an industry standard today.
Pro Tools' full potential can be
heard on Radioheads seminal al-
bum, "Kid A" (Capitol, 2000), a
record as complex and creative as
it is beautiful and as organic as it
is over-produced.
However, many bands in the
independent music world today
are still weary ofusing digital tech-
nology to record and master their
music, and a number of "10-fi"
bands even favor a more stripped
down, grainy, do-it-yourself ap-
proach to music production. The
10-fi trend is especiallyprominent
in the punkand garagerock scenes,
where the music is so stripped
down and informal that digital
production seems superfluous.
This love for analog recording
stems from the 19605,a period in
the history ofmusic widely con-
sidered to be the greatest of all
musical eras. More than likely, the
typical, 10-fi indie band has prob-
ably uttered a permutation ofthis
phrase at some time or another in
their career: "The Beadesrecorded
'Sergeant Peppers Lonely Hearts
Club Band' on a four-track, so
why should we use anything bet-
ter ourselves?"
Notable 10-fi bands today
include The White Stripes,
The Thermals and Black Lips.
Regardless ofwhat anyone thinks
of their music, they are deter-
mined to keep it simple and
straight-forward, and only use
the most basic of techniques to
capture their sound on tape.
These bands get away with 10-fi
production largely because oftheir
sizes; a four-track recorder is more
than adequate for tracking music
when a band consists ofonly two
or three members. The 10-fi aes-
thetic gets trickier with increased
complexity however, and many
bands struggle to match their ana-
log aspirations with the enormity
of their music
A prime example of the pit-
falls oflow fidelity recording can
beheard on ClapYour Hands Say
Yeah's second album, "SomeLoud
Thunder" (Self-released, 2007).
The tide track is an abysmal mess
of a song, mastered at levels that
will make even the best ofspeak-
ers pop and hiss in pain. When
asked why the song was recorded
so sloppily, singerAlec Ounsworth
argued that it was meant to be lis-
tened to on vinyl, leading fans and
critics alike to question why the
album was even released on CD.
However, some bands end up
making due with sloppy produc-
tion. Studio time is expensive, and
a four-track is infinitely cheaper
to purchase than a high-quality
mixing board.
Conversely, larger label releases
have no excuse for such sloppi-
ness. "Rip It Off," the latest re-
lease by Ohio'sTimes NewViking
(Matador, 2008), is a truly pain-
ful affair; an album full ofcatchy,
creative melodies that are mangled
beneath endless layers offeedback
and fuzz. I'm not asking for pris-
tine production from a garage
rock three-piece, but admittedly
it would be nice ifone could actu-
ally hear the words being sung in
each oftheir songs.
A better example of bigger
budget 10-fi that actually works is
the latest Black Lips album "Good
Bad Not Evil" (Vice, 2007). The
Atlanta four-piece knows that
their musicianship does not re-
quire digital precision, but they
are also sensible enough to keep
their levels from clipping in
the studio.
It's a logical formula, and when
properiy used, it adds a wholenew
level ofcraftsmanship to some al-
ready exceptional albums. Any
other means of employing 10-fi
production just seems gimmicky
and tactless.
Matthew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu,eciu
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New swing club dances into SU lineup
Alex Girma
Staff Writer
Seattle University's newly formed
swing club allows students who are
passionate about the art of swing
dancing to hone their washrags for
a mini sock hop.
The group ranges from people
who have been swinging for a
decade to people who have never
danced or performed a swing step
before. The Swing Club meets
at 8:30 p.m. every Wednesday
in the Campion Ballroom, and
Fridays in the exercise room of the
Connolly Center.
At the meeting last Friday, the
five students present tried to listen
as Johnny Spangler did his best to
explain all the intricacies of swing
dancing. They may look simple
when done at lightning speed by
skilled dancers, but seeing it up
close in person makes it obvi-
ous how hard it is to throw your
partner in the air without severely
hurting them.
Swing club is a group of 25
members that meets twice a week
to learn the tricks and intricacies of
swing dancing. The group teaches
each other, with the more expe-
rienced dancers leading the way.
Spangler, one of the dance leaders,
has been swinging for nine years.
It began last year as an under-
ground group of around five stu-
dents led by sophomore Armin
Birang, and expanded when they
performed at the Stupid Cupid
dance on Valentine's Day last year.
The group was officially added as
a club in the fall. While they have
yet to give aperformance, they plan
on doing so in the future, hope-
fully during spring quarter. They
also talked about the possibility
ofswing dance competitions with
other groups or organizations.
A swing dance aficionado,
Birang has been swing dancing
for around seven years and started
a swing dance club while in high
school. He decided to do the same
when he came to Seattle U.
"The swing club is all about
having a good time," said Birang,
who also serves as president of the
club. "It's just a group of people
who love- to swing dance. We try
to teach each other as a group and
it's really hard to do and not smile
and [enjoy] yourself while you're
doing it."
Sophomore Samantha McCoy,
treasurer of the club, also joined
the swing club out of her passion
for the dance form and is excited
to see more students involved that
make the group less of an under-
ground clique and more ofan of-
ficial club.
"It's pretty much justto have fun
and learn how to swing dance, to
get the stress of the school year out,"
said McCoy. "We do aerials so its
fun for the girls to be thrown and
swungaround. It's really cool to see
people getting interested into some-
thing that I am passionate about."
The music played includes
neo-swing bands such as Big Bad
Voodoo Daddy and the Brian
Setzer Orchestra. One move that
the members are trying to master is
the "aerial" move, perhaps the most
famous ofall swing dance moves. It
is credited to famous swing dancing
pioneer Frankie Manning and has
many variations. The one that the
group ispracticing is nicknamedthe
"triple can opener," and essentially
asks the male to swing his partner
from every angle while trying to
balance her in mid air.
Birang said he's excited about
the possibility of putting on club
performances.
"I choreographed routines in
high school and I very much have
fun with that," said Birang. "I am
very excited about throwing a few
acting skits in and performing in
general. I think it is a great way to
express our love for the dance and
show people what it is like."
Alex can be reached at
gimnaa@seattleu.edu
It's pretty much just
to have fun [...] to
get the stress of the
school year out.
Samantha McCoy
Swing Dancing Club Treasurer
Passionate referees more than whistle blowers
Roman Christieans
Volunteer Writer
Whether the sport is volleyball,
soccer, basketball or football, those
zebra-striped shirts on the hard-
wood court or out on the field can
only mean one thing: referees.
In their distinctive uniforms
of black and white, the referee is
an integral part of all sports—so
important that games cannot even
begin without the appropriate
number of properly licensed offi-
cials present.
Yet, arguably, referees might
be considered one of, if not the
most, underappreciated aspects of
the sport, right next to the people
who sit patiently at the Scoreboard
machines and tack on various
points. What the fans—and often
the athletes—do not realize is that
referees must undergo just as much
pressure as the players on the court
or the coaches on the bench, and
without all the glitz, glamour or
gratitude that athletes receive.
For an athlete, referees can
be compared to a benchwarmer,
someone who participates in all
practices but does not get their
name in the newspaper. Or they
can be compared to any person
who works behind the scenes—
stage manager, sound editor or
fundraiser participant.
Aside from helpful finan-
cial support, most referees have
a passion for athletics and the
sport itself.
Thomas Johnson, a graduate stu-
dent who has been an intramural
referee for four years, was drawn to
becoming a referee because of his
love for sports and the fact that he
could get a job that was enjoyable.
"I love sports and I needed
money," said Johnson. "It was
something that I thought I could
be good at."
Zach Gerdes, a freshman at
Seattle U, cited his passion for
sports as one of the main reasons
he turned to refereeing. Gerdes
participated in sports throughout
his athletic career.
"It is important as a referee to
have that background because you
are able to see both perspectives
and the players themselves begin
to respect you," said Gerdes.
Matt Shaw, the intramural sports
coordinator, is in charge ofhiring,
training, supervising and evaluat-
ing intramural referees. He ensures
that all intramural referees undergo
hour-long classroom presentations
and practice games throughout the
week to build proficiency and ex-
perience. And never are thereferees
without supervision.
"I have a great set of supervi-
sors who helped officiate in the
past and have that vital experi-
ence. In regards to basketball and
other sports, there is rarely less
than a three-man crew per game,"
said Shaw.
When Matt Shaw was a referee,
he definitely received a sort of ex-
hilaration, sometimes positive and
other times negative. However,
with enthusiasm often comes emo-
tion and sometimes anger. Unlike
athletes, referees cannot afford to
lose their tempers despite the bick-
ering and belligerence they have to
endure from the crowd, the players
and the coaches alike.
This is a specific issue that refs
often strugglewith, and, according
to Thomas, a lot of it depends on
collaboration with other referees.
"If you're refereeing by your-
self, it is the hardest task to remain
calm," said Thomas, "but when you
have other officials to discuss calls
with, it is a lot easier to maintain
your temper."
Aside from keeping emotions in
check, there are many other pres-
sures to being a referee and each is
more intense than the other. And
the level, from elementary to high
school, college and national, does
not determine the amount.
"The parents and fans [of el-
ementary sports] are just as mer-
ciless and ruthless when it comes
to officiating. I've refereed from
kindergarten to high school, and
the parents of the kindergarteners
completely lose focus ofwhat the
sport is truly about," said Shaw.
Another influential aspect, es-
pecially at the intramural level,
is age.
Gerdes realizes that, as a fresh-
man intramural referee, a lot of
pressure comes from the fact that
he's youngcompared to most ofthe
players on the court.
"I don't advertise the fact that I
am a freshman and it usually works
out," he said.
Thomas believes that most of
the pressure referees receive is due
to the expectations players and
coaches require of them.
"A lot of players expect you to
be perfect. In effect, most of the
attention you get as a referee is
negative," said Thomas.
Shaw also agrees that players
and fans have these expectations
because of lack ofperspective.
"Players and fans don't real-
ize what officiating [in regards
to training and referring during
games] actually involves,"
said Shaw.
Though referees believe they are
considered an unappreciated aspect
of the game, they always manage to
find ways to handle angry crowds
and players.
"It's hard, but I find that I
get the most respect by not ac-
cepting people's bickering and
complaints," said Gerdes. "You
have to deal with people judging
you're every call, but the end result
is worth it."
Roman can be reached at
christiB@seattleu.edu
Jackie Canchota TheSpectator
Sean Akers, a sophomore economics major and SU rugby player, referees basketball in his spare time.
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Softball vs. St. Martins
12 p.m., 2 p.m.
Lacey, Wash.
Stretch muscles, relax, relieve stress with yoga
Justin Najar
Staff Writer
It's 2008: a new year. For those
wishing to break a routine per-
haps unfavorable, yoga may offer
this opportunity.
"Historically, yoga is an empir-
ical tradition passed down orally
from teacher to student on the
path toward self-discovery or en-
lightenment," said Jennifer Yaros,
a yoga instructor for the Leisure
Education Department, who also
teaches at the Connolly Center.
Around 2000 8.C., accord-
ing to Yaros, Patanjali, of whom
little is known and much is con-
tended, compiled the Yoga Sutras.
The Yoga Sutras are a series of 196
skeletal aphorisms that describe
the state of yoga and the stages one
passes through to arrive there.
For most ofyoga's history, be-
cause of the way theknowledge of
it was spread, it's appeal was lim-
ited to a relatively small number
ofpeople.
"It wasn't until the last hun-
dred years or so that yoga made
a leap from the confines of the
wandering ascetics to therealm of
the common householder, living
in society with family, and soon
thereafter it bounded off to the
west," said Yaros.
The popularity of yoga has in-
creased in recent years, as evident
by the sheer number ofyoga estab-
lishments just in the greater Seattle
area. A quick-Internet search dis-
plays dozens. Yaros believes one
reason for yoga's popularity is be-
cause it is a workout that affects
both the mind and body.
"Mainly, it offers a full body
workout, space for self-reflection
and a chance to connect with
something bigger than yourself.
How many activities can offer
that," said Yaros.
The benefits of a yoga work-
out are also noted by students.
Freshmen Katie Ulvestad and
Abby Spadaro recently began
attending yoga classes at the
Connolly Center.
"I like yoga mostly to stretch
out and sit for an hour and relax,
since I've got such a busy schedule
for school," said Spadaro.
Ulvestad cites a similar reason
for why she does yoga, noting
that it allows her to raise herself
mentally above her daily cares and
worries. It helps her look at life in
the greater context—not simply in
the daily rush to get things done.
"It really helps one and allevi-
ates stress from class and dead-
lines. It puts things in perspective,
and helps me stop worrying about
things. If I don't finish my reading
it's not the end of the world," said
Ulvestad.
There are many different
styles of yoga. Each style has a
specific focus on what aspect of
the person is trained, and dis-
tinctive styles of movement that
are distinctive to each method.
Some are slow and graceful,
with many different positions,
while others are faster, employing
many repetitive movements.
"In the past 20 years, the
United States has developed a hy-
brid ofAshtanga and Iyengar yoga,
commonly known as Hatha Flow
or Vinyasa. This style generally re-
fers to a practice of flowing poses
linked together with the breath.
It is by far the most popular yoga
style in the U.5.," said Yaros.
Samadi Yoga, located on 1205
East Pike St., specializes in Samadi
yoga, which is different from
Hatha. Samadi yoga combines
vigorous movements with more
graceful stretches, whichamounts
to, as the organization calls it,
"moving meditation."
8 Limbs Yoga Centers has three
locations, including one on 500
East Pike St. Focusing on Hatha
yoga, 8 Limbs offers one hour
classes for $12, or a single 75 or
90 minute class for $15. A two-
month unlimited membership
costs $108.
One style of Hatha yoga,
Bikram, sometimes referred to as
"sweatbox" yoga, takes place in a
heated room.
The Sweatßox, located at 1417
10thAve., specializes in Bikram
yoga. A single class there costs
$16. The Sweatßox also has a
first-time student special for $20,
which includes one week ofunlim-
ited classes. Ten percent discounts
are offered for both students
and people who bike to most or
all classes.
While popular, this particular
method can lead to muscle injuries
which may be otherwise avoided.
"In general, heat allows mus-
cular tissue to stretch more eas-
ily, which means if you are tight,
the heat can help loosen you up,
but it's also easier to go too far
without realizing it until later,"
said Yaros.
According to Yaros, however,
Bikram yoga does not pose many
risks of muscle injuries for most
people, as long as practitioners
are in proper health, and the yoga
session is tempered with "strength
and restraint."
"Ifyou are an otherwise healthy
person, with a skilled teacher and
you feel good in your body before,
during and after class, it's prob-
ably fine, and is definitely a great
way to sweat and release toxins.
Drink lots of water when you're
done to flush the body clean,"
said Yaros.









The Sweatßox on 10th Ave. features Bikram yoga, a form ideally practiced at 105 degrees Fahrenheit.
Women lose to Saints
Women's basketball lost to St. Martinson Saturday 62-60.With 4.5
seconds remaining in overtime St. Martins' Dara Zach drained a
buzzer beater. Above, senior Kamrica Ary-Turner, drives past Katie
Hawkins of St. Martins. Ary-Turner had six points and two assists.
Ultimate: greatest sport ever invented
Matthew Martell
VolunteerWriter
On college campuses across
America, one sport seems to con-
sistently entice students more than
any other. Ultimate, formerly
known as Ultimate Frisbee, appeals
inexplicably to all sorts ofstudents,
capturing the liberal spirit of the
time in its light-hearted, anti-
professionalism and "play to have
fun" mantra.
Pasquale Anthony Leonardo's
book "Ultimate: The Greatest
Sport Ever Invented By Man"
provides both an entertaining and
informative look into the world of
Ultimate, and serves as a fantastic
guide to the nuances ofwhat is po-
tentially the biggest counterculture
sport in the world today.
An avid player himself,
Leonardo's commentary about
Ultimate is refreshing in its admis-
sion of the absurdity of the sport.
His book spends less time dwelling
over the seriousness of the game,
and is more aboutdocumenting its
presence in modern culture as well
as the quirks that make it appeal-
ing. For example, he openly admits
that Ultimate is not viable as a po-
tentially professional sport on the
basis that it lacks any formal rules
and regulations. Rather, the game's
disputes are settled through "The
Spirit Of The Game," a pseudo-
ethical imperative that is innately
acknowledged and understood by
all of its players.
Likewise, it is notoriously unpro-
fessional in its being the only sport
that commonly settles questionable
plays and foul calls in the most ju-
venile way possible: the do-over.
Ultimate, according to Leonardo,
is a sport for free spirits, college kids
who never want to grow up, nerds
who need exercise and all those ath-
letes who weren't quite good enough
to attend Division I schools on
athletic scholarships.
Ultimate originated with a high
school teacher trying to calm down
his high-strung students by taking
them outside and showing them
a new, more dynamic way to play
frisbee. He dubbed his creation
the "ultimate game." One of his
students, Joel Silver, took the idea
and ran with it, and Ultimate was
born from his passion for the child-
ish excitement elicited by turning
Wham-O's Frisbee into a piece of
sporting paraphernalia not unlike
the football or the baseball.
Leonardo goes into great depth
on the origins of Ultimate, detailing
everything from Silver's conversion
from Ultimate progenitor to B-film
Hollywood producer, the dropping
of "Frisbee" from its name due to
copyright issues brought on by
Wham-O, the establishment of the
Ultimate Players Association, and a
strong, cult following on the most
notable of Ultimate Web sites, rec-
sportdisc.com.
Leonardo's book is an uproari-
ous read, a tongue-in-cheek glimpse
into the bizarre and immature
world that Ultimate has created
for people around the world. It is
filled with tips and tricks for the
aspiring Ultimate player for doing
justabout everything important in
the game.
From naming your team to
dressing stylishly and ironically
to choosing the best college to
play Ultimate to "winning the
party," it omits nothing. Its fac-
tual information is concise and
practical; its witty commentary
is humorous and inspired. The
book delivers a lot of pertinent
information regarding Ultimate
without taking itself too seriously,
and that's precisely why it's a must
read for anyone interested in
the sport.
Matthew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu.edu
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editorial
On Tuesday, voters in 22 states cast their votes for
the candidate in their respective parties, which they
thought would constitute the best president. Although
Washington State did not have the privilege of taking part
in "Super Tuesday," we watched and continue to watch
with a continued interest at the unfolding of the 2008
Presidential race.
One look at this week's issue of The Spectator would
lead even the most passive observer to realize the need for
change. Issues ranging from a possible economic recession
to global climate change to the controversies surrounding
standardized testing should have a rallying effect on young
and old alike, and the time is certainly right for a galvanized
public to stand up for change.
The question is, will we stand up and lead the charge? If
the student population at Seattle University can be gauged
correctly, the answer may not be too encouraging. As the
campus newspaper of this university, we have attempted
to present our readers with many of the issues that have
directly affected—or will affect them.
The Spectator, along with all other media avenues, has
presented the information and provided the forum, but be-
yond these means, taking the initiative to take a stand and
to engage in action is the responsibility ofeach individual.
It is our responsibility to shed the generational stigma of
being unconcerned and seemingly unaffected by the actions
of political polices or of global events. It is the ideal op-
portunity to show that as individuals we take responsibility
for the direction ofour country and our world.
The environment, public schooling and neighborhood
violence are only some of the issues our vote represents.
The large amount of young voters that have participated in
the primaries thus far shows us that the youth population
is beginning to realize that we inherit the challenges and
opportunities left by past generations.
Some of us are realizing that there can be a candidate
out there with a message we can believe in, whose message
might help mend our flawed education system or reevaluate
factors that lead us to mistreat the environment. It is impor-
tant to see that the little things we can do, like educating
ourselves or casting a vote, have the potential to make the
news in our publications a little more reassuring.
We have been labeled as the complacent generation,
but if we don't vote, if we don't take a stance on these
issues, then we deserve a worse title than "complacent."
The conversation focused on the need for change isn't an
over-dramatized cry about fighting the power; it's not about
blowing smoke. The issues are real and they won't cease to
be even if we ignore them.
This past Tuesday could very well be one of the strongest
indicators of where the United States, and thus each one
of us, is going. While the votes cast in Washington State
may or may not influence the outcome of who will run
for president in November, the fact remains that we have
a responsibility not only to our system of governance, but,
more importantly, to ourselves: to not stand idly by and
wait for the world to affect us, but rather take the initiative
to affect the world.
The Spectatoreditorial board consists of Nicholas Lollini, Lauren Padgett, Chris Kissel, Rose Egge, SeanTowey, Jessica Van Gilder, Michael Fehrenbach, Braden VanDragt
and Hyung-Min Kim. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator.
In defense of an essential activity
Sean Towey
Sports Editor
Thepast couple of weeks have not
been easy for the Seattle University
athletic community. Both basket-
ball programs started the season
strong, but since have lost several
closely-fought battles. Though the
swim team has done well against
D-II rivals, especially the men,
they continue to struggle against
D-I teams. Loyal fans are looking
at the move to D-I with trepidation,
not confidence.
Along with the courtside
problems have come several hard-
hitting articles from local media
outlets on another local university's
sports program.
Last week, The Seattle Times
published a series of extraordi-
nary articles on the University of
Washington's Rosebowl-winning
football team, exposing the illegal
activities and the nearly-complete
lack of repercussions regarding sev-
eral starting players.
On top of that, The Spectator
published an article on Jan. 31
explaining the budget "crisis" that
die school is facing. Wallace Loh is
quoted as saying, "Theschool either
needs to give us more money or stop
growing." The athletic department
moving to Division I is one of the
most obvious ways the school is ex-
panding, and could be siphoning
emergency funds that are usually
reserved for the separate colleges at
the university.
These developments have lead to
a return to the original arguments
against the move to Division I. Why
is Seattle University, an institution
committed to undergraduate stud-
ies, using valuable funds to build
a stronger athletic department?
Wouldn't the change to D-I radi-
cally alter Seattle Us intellectual cul-
ture? How would rabid Redhawks
fans fit in here? Even with tight en-
forcement, would the drive to win
allow Seattle University to gloss
over a particularly talented athlete's
transgressions, as the University of
Washington and several other D-I
schools have?
But maybe there's a bigger
question on the minds of Seattle
University students. As one of my
friends asked me the other night,
"Why do sports even matter? Why
do we care?"
As Seattle University prepares
to enter what could be a fiscal di-
saster, and students who chose
Seattle University because there
was not an emphasis on athletics
have less classes to choose from, it's
a fair question to ask.
The answer: Organized sport-
ing events are an intrinsic part of
human nature, as valuable a part of
our culture as organized religion,
philosophy, mathematics, and any
other field ofknowledge.
This may be difficult for many at
Seattle University to accept. Take a
minute to let it digest.
The Greeks in Athens invented
philosophy and mathematics; they
also invented the Olympics and
the modern form of competitive
athletics, which have stuck with us
ever since.
But how does that explain
sports to be an intrinsic part of
human nature?
The ancient Mayans also created
a form oforganized sports, with two
teams using their hips to hit a rock-
hard ball through a stone circle.
How could two civilizations
that had absolutely no contact
with each other both develop these
two similar forms of sport unless
the need to compete athletically,
to show strength, might and skill
without doing battle, is a part of
human nature, rooted deep into
our subconscious?
And these are only two examples.
There are many more.
Seattle University as a Catholic
school in the Jesuit tradition seeks
to educate the whole person. This
entails encouraging growth aca-
demically, spiritually, emotionally
and physically. By committing
to Division I, Seattle University
is fulfilling its mission to its
student population.
Sports matter. They matter just
as much as any other part of the
university. Just as someone who
can't catch a ball struggles to see
the importance ofsport, someone
who can't wrap their head around
Kant might see the eradication of
all metaphysics texts as a help to the
entire world. The important thing
to remember is that physical com-
petition and organized sports are as
integral to Seattle University and
human nature as philosophy. And
both departments need to be at the
highest level possible.
The idealSeatde University grad-
uate should have an appreciation of
organized religion and Voltaire, of
basic mathematics and the English
language. And, though it may kill
some ofus, the ideal graduate needs
to have an appreciation for sport in
the modern world, and remain open
to that part ofwho they are.
Sean can be reached at
toweys@seattleu.edu
Letters to the editor should be 300 to 500 words long and emailed to Chris Kissel at kisselc@seattleu.edu. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters for length, spelling,
grammar and style errors.
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newspaper of Seattle University. It is
published every Wednesday, except
the first week of the quarter and
during holidays and examination pe-
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In the recent presidential cau-
cuses, candidates espoused political
platforms that addressed healthcare,
the war in Iraq, same-sex unions
and immigration. Little has been
said about the "less sexy issues," as
my professors have called them,
one of them being global climate
change. To this list I would add
another issue for which I see no
reason that it be omitted from the
political debate and which often is:
the role of the United Nations.
While a previous volunteer
writer expressed his disbelief in the
efficacy of the United Nations in
an editorial, I will argue that the
so-called "failure" of the UN lies in
lack ofattention to its mission, lack
ofpresidential support and budget-
ary issues thatresult from the same
cultural malaise afflicting the advo-
cates of environmental change.
The aforementionedwriter not-
ed the cost ofthe United Nations
as one of the major reasons that it
is an ineffective body. He noted
that the United States is the only
member-state to pay the 22 per-
cent maximum to the UN general
budget. He onlyslightly mentioned
that fact that this figure is not even
half of what the U.S. still owes.
He quoted that what I would
call a half-hearted contribution
hits American taxpayers with over
$400 million. I guess we can choose
to overlook the fact that other
American enterprises, like, say, the
war in Iraq, will cost tax-payers over
$1 trillion, according to a govern-
mental analysis reported by The
Boston Globe.
He also noted that the U.S.
Military should beattributed as the
most efficient means of delivering
aid. I guess we should also overlook
thefact that the U.S. Military is the
vehicle through which diat need for
aid is often created. I suppose that
the United Nations will not have to
trickle aid into Iraq orAfghanistan
in the years to come because of
the current actions of the U.S.
Military. I suppose that Cambodia
has no reason to attribute their
need for aid to past actions by the
U.S. Military.
To address the issue of the UN's
supposed sin of omission in stand-
ing by and watchingatrocities hap-
pen, I present to you the fact that
dealingwith issues such as genocide
is not a mere decision of passivity
or action. While the UN has not
been able to stop the genocides in
Rwanda, Bosnia and Darfur largely
because of the complex process the
UN must follow before it can call
ethnic cleansing "genocide," my
fellow writer overlooked the fact
that these conflicts are born out
of socioeconomic, political and
historical tensions that the United
Nations cannot merely step in and
fix with any amount of money.
When the UN has stepped in as
a peacekeeping force, it has been
nearly twice as effective as U.S.
forces alone and costs halfofwhat
a U.S. force would cost.
I would attribute a large part
of the current administration's
mistrust of the UN to the pro-
posed implementation of the UN
related InternationalCrime Court.
While many of its advocates push
for prosecuting the key aggres-
sors in the Rwanda genocide, the
United States is one of the many
nations who refuse to partake in
the ICC. Perhaps because such
participation would shut down
Guantanamo Bay, to name one
site of torture. Oh, but one a politi-
cian did address Guantanamo Bay:
Mitt Romney proposed doubling
its capacity.
The United States fears the
United Nations because it suppos-
edly stands in the way of North
American sovereignty. Because
sovereign nations should be al-
lowed to act out ofaccordance with
human rights.
My fellow American, I mean
writer, said that American taxpay-
ers could surely put their money
towards something other than
the UN to help the world. I pro-
pose that this money go towards
free-trade agreements with devel-
oping countries so that they can
build stronger internal economies,
warding off the violence that often
comes from economic desperation.
Such an action, and by George do
we love action, would fit into the
responsibility this writer says that
America has when acting as "moral
and just nation".
In order to ward off presump-
tions that the United Nations
has done nothing in its history,
I would like to present three key
examples of times that the UN in
fact achieved great feats when it
was provided with the resources
that it needs. These examples were
provided to me by co-president of
Seattle U's Model United Nations,
Matt Downhour.
Firstly, the United Nations
played a key role in organizing
the effort to eradicate smallpox in
developing nations through the ef-
fortsofdoctors in theWorld Health
Organization. Secondly, the UN
Security Council authorized the
defense ofSouth Korea during the
Korean War. Thirdly, theUN main-
tained that there were in fact no
weapons of mass destruction prior
to U.S. invasion ofIraq, thus listen-
ing to the UN might have proved
beneficial for many people.. .except
maybe Halliburton.
Thus, rather than withholding
money from the United Nations,
thus maintaining the status quo,
I propose that presidential candi-
dates make a decision as radically
new as the personal characteristics
of the candidates themselves: mak-
ing the issue of U.S. involvement
in the United Nations one of their
priorities.
Through dialogue with the UN,
the US can explore approaches to
addressing the issues ofhealthcare,
same-sex union, the war in Iraq and
immigration that other nations deal
with in different and sometimes in-
novative ways. Thus, involvement
in the UN is a self-interested and
responsible decision.
Emily can be reached at
holtel@seattleu.edu
Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor,
There is a reason why your pro-
fessors tell you not to use Wikipedia.
com for reference on the first day of
class. It is potentially very invalid.
IfWikipedia.com is an illegitimate
source of information, what can be
said in favor of Urbandictionary.
com? For those who don't know,
Urbandictionary.com is a website
in which anyone can post their
own definition ofwords, ranging
from slang terms to commonly
used phrases to even names. Try it,
put your own name in the search
bar and see what pops up. The
point is, Urbandictionary.com is not
a reliable source, arid for people
to try to understand a concept
from this Web site is absolutely
ignorant.
Now that that's out of the way,
it's time to address the real problem
with the recent letter written to the
editor by the Coalition of Global
Concern. Let us remind you that
the Coalition for Global Concern
is concerned with a number of issues
such as "closing the School of the
Americas, the genocide in Darfur,
sweatshops"...and the C—t Hunt.
Instead of focusing on the important
issues, this Coalition decided that a
themed party called the C—t Hunt
is worth thinking about.
You may be wondering what the
theme C—t Hunt entails. It is a party
where the guys dress up as hunters
and the girls dress up as animals. We
wonder what would have happened
if thi3 party was called and
Hunters, or ifit was Safari themed.
Would the previous letter have been
written? It is ridiculous that a name
for a party can make such a differ-
ence. The name is funny. It rhymes.
It's catchy. Just because it has the
word "c—t" in it doesn't mean that
it needs to be categorized as offensive
and potentially hateful.
This theme is being compared
with themes such as a lynching
party, or Nazi party, or even a geno-
cide party. These parties, if thrown,
would clearly be offensive. They
would be directed towards harming
particular groups of people. Their
letter soon disintegrates into a letter
purely about women's rights, which
has nothing to do with lynching,
Nazism, or genocide. It's not even
comparable. The writers go on to
say that this party has the potential
to lead to rape, constructed images
ofbeauty and eating disorders. How
exactly does dressing up like an ani-
mal, such as a cat, a zebra or even
a dinosaur affect body image? Who
wants to actually have the body type
ofany ofthese animals? Who in the
world looks at a dinosaur and is en-
vious of its body type, which may
lead to an eating disorder?Also, who
would want to rape anyone dressed
up like a zebra? Women are not as
hopeless orhelpless as the Coalition
makes them to be. The more you.de-
fend them, the more you're pushing
back your ideas. If the theme is really
that offensive, so many girls would
not plan to attend.
Do you find squirt gun fights and
paintballing offensive? Guys dressed
up as hunters at a themed party is
no different. There is no violence
involved in dressing up as a hunter.
It is exactly the same as dressing up
as a Native American with a bow
and arrow. "We are not five anymore,
we aren't impressionable in a sense
that when we see something po-
tentially offensive done we cannot
decide whether it is right or wrong.
Students at Seattle University are
not as stupid as the writers of the
previous letter may think they are.
We are all here because we are inter-
ested in social justice and diversity.
Because ofthis, it should not be as-
sumed that a themedparty will lead
to ideas of violence social domina-
tion or hatred towards women.
There is no underlying theme be-
hind a party called the C—t Hunt
besides the simple fact that a group
of friends want to celebrate and have
fun. How politically correct do you
have to be to think that a part}'
such as the C—t Hunt is offensive
towards women? It is because they
have c—ts? Get a sense ofhumor and
stop taking everything so seriously.
Some things may not be completely
politically correct, but that doesn't
mean that they are going to have a
negative impacton the surrounding
Seattle University community.
We also want you to know that
they original C~t Hunt has not yet
taken place, and the one that is re-
ferred to in the letter was just a sto-
len idea. We don't know if anyone
got raped or developed an eating dis-
order there, but the upcoming C—t
Hunt will be an event in which a
group of friends come together to
celebrate by dressing up in costumes
as animals and hunters, no different
than a Halloween party. No one will
worry about gettingraped, develop-
ing an eating disorder or not enjoy-
ing themselves. We just want to
remind the writers of the letter that
rape can happen anywhere without
a theme, eating disorders can hap-
pen at any time withouta themeand
that sometimes a entertaining party
theme is just that, a entertaining
party theme.
Anonymous
Editor's note: The letter in question





Generation Next, The Quiet
Generation, Generation Y, The
Millennium Generation... we've
been called it all. Don't forget
we're also the children of the baby
boomers, the MySpace generation
and Generation Google. We're
many things rolled into one, and
it's hard to argue that any of those
characterizations are more or less
accurate than another.
But how about this: the
Complacent Generation. A group
of 18-22 year olds that aren't satis-
fied with the way things are, but
just don't have enough energy to
get off the couch and make more
than a Facebook group to do some-
thing about it.
Thomas Friedman wrote
about GenerationQ, the "Quiet
Generation," in The New York
Times last fall, saying that we
were both too optimistic and
not radical enough for a country
that exists outside of our glowing
computer screens.
Take our school, Seattle
University, as an example. Any and
all of us—including myself—can
whine and moan about a student
groupwe don't like, a class we're fed
up with or a certain student leader
that we're not a fan of. But before
our voices get too tagged, perhaps
we should utilize school resources
available to us.
This past week I was-both sur-
prised and rather delighted to see
thoughtful and critical letters to
the editor in TheSpectator. It's im-
portant that a campus newspaper
isn't just a spitting out of campus
news, sports and arts; but rather a
rich place ofdiscussion and opin-
ion on topics that affect each and
every one of us as scholars-in-
residence.
In the same light, ASSU un-
veiled its latest avenue of student
opinion expression in the form of
the "Be Heard" campaign. Natalie
Sheils, Student Life Committee
Chairand Vice President ofStudent
Affairs for ASSU, was a moving
force of this new venue, which is
accessible via Facebook, Seattle U
email and myASSU.org.
Multiplicity is one character-
istic that is consistent within the
Complacent Generation, especially
here at Seattle U. We spread our-
selves too thin and try to do too
much while accomplishing too
little. Or, on the other hand, we
concede defeat before even rais-
ing our armor in battle, white flag
and all.
But instead of waving flags,
there is plenty to get involved with
on campus, and plenty ways to have
your voice heard. The problem I
see, however, is that few members
of the campus community care
about issues enough todo anything
about them. The whining and the
bitching takes it out of us and the
rest of our energy is spent cruis-
ing Facebook profiles and playing
GuitarHero.
There are coundess groups on
campus that I could go on and on
about and the work that they do
not only for this community be-
tween Broadway and 12th,but for
the greater global community as
well. My urge to you as students is
to continueto engage yourselves in
whatever cause you may feel called
to, but ifyou are to commit, then
do so completely.
And for those ofyou who can't
see any good except in looking
out care for yourself, you're the
poster children of the Complacent
Generation. Congratulations.
Nick can be reached at
mcCarvel@seattleu .edit




Public Safety received a call
from a faculty member stuck in
an elevator in Loyola Hall. Public
Pety contacted facilities, whoe able to remove the facultyTiber from the elevator.
Trespass Warning
January 29,12:00 p.m.
Public Safety issued a trespass
warning to a non-affiliate male,
who was sleeping in a chair on
the second floor of the University
Services building. The individual
left the campus after identifying
narcotics
January 30, 12:45 p.m.
Public Safety and ResidenceLife
investigated an odor of marijuana
emanating from a student's room
in Bellarmine Hall. Officials were
given a usedstem from a student
occupant. Residence Life is fol-
lowing up.
Medical Assistance
January 31, 5:20 p.m.
A student was evaluatedfor back
spasms after playing basketball.
Public Safety and the SeattleFire
Department responded. The
student was transported by am-
bulance to a local hospital for
Hit and Run
February 2,1:40 p.m.
A student reported that while he
etumed to his vehicle he found
that his find hisbumper had been
hit and no contact or insurance
nformation had been left by
the imposing driver. The Seattle




Public Safety received a report
from a studentthat her non-affili-
ate boyfriend was harassing her,
leaving 10voice messages in a
shortperiod of time. The woman
student requested her campus
.phone number be changed,




Public Safety recovered a used
syringe from outside of the Con-
. NollyCenter.
Safety Assistance
February 4, 4:15 p.m.
Public Safety on patrol disposed
ofa deadrodentfound on the first
floor parking deck of theBroad-
Olympic Sculpture Park in the winter
Mike Fehrenbach The Spectator
Roxy Pain "Split," 2003
Alexander Calder "Eagle," 1971
BThe Park overlooksElliot Avenue, and yet
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